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Roman mythologies, and which ha^ never
that in the midst of all the theorizing and thoroughly died out in the Christian world,
predicting connected with and naturally but has been rather perpetuated in the
GEMS OF THOUGHT.
following closely upon this wonderful and adoration of innumerable saints in the
Before you decide understand.
terrible event, it would be well for us to Christian calender, sprung not from that
glorious revelation which came down from
take
up
this
morning
the
question
of
Be not prodigal of your time on earth.
heaven or welled up from the innermost
earthquakes
from
a
spiritual
standpoint.
- Sir W. Howe.
What is the mission of the earthquake ? depths of man’s spiritual being; came not
A great thought is best dressed in sim Does the earthquake do any good ? Can from the voice of the divine soul, the ever
plest language.— Rivarol.
we trace the hand of Divine Providence, living atma, the divine ego which is in the
of Almighty Goodness, in these awful con image and likeness of the eternal, a reflec
The man of thought strikes deepest, vulsions that rend the earth and convert tion of the infinite mind, but from man’s
and strikes safely.— Savage.
terra firma into sliding and dangerous crude and partial observation of external
By work of the mind one secures the quicksand ? Can we with all our boasted nature where, in disjointed fragments he be
learning, with all our marvelous scientific held imperfectly the outworking of the
repose of the heart.—Jancourt.
achievements which arc so singularly char divine plan, and failing to reconcile all
Philosophy, well understood, is an ex acteristic of these closing decades of the the movements of nature with infinite in
cellent road to heaven.— Chasiel.
nineteenth century, behold the hand of telligence and beneficence, imagined the
elements were all peopled with spirits who
Infinite
Goodness
in
what
man
considers
Sow good services; sweet remembrances
were continually fighting one against the
catastrophic
and
terrible
in
the
extreme.
will grow from them.—Mme. de Steal.
We find, when tracing the mysterious other, imagined the entire universe was a
There is no sweeter repose than that sources of religion in the past, that scene of direful conflict between gods and
which is bought with labor.— Chamfori. there have been two fountains or springs, goddesses who were perpetually engaged
whence religious ideas have sprung; the in battle. Thus the Grecians represented
Our happiness in this world depends one is away up in the higher heavens far their god Zeus, and the Romans their
chiefly on the affections we are able to in beyond the clouds of earthly sense, and Jupiter or Jove, as mighty in battles,
also deep within the divinest understand tremendous in power to slay, but deficient
spire .
in every truly deific sentiment. They
ing
and
most
abiding
principle
of
man’s
To have thought far too little, we shall
depicted in all their poems and mythologi
spiritual
being.
The
pure
and
glorious
re
find in the review of life, among our capital
ligion which has proceeded from so divine cal treatises a conflict of deities wherever
faults.—- / Foster.
and eternal a source has been popularly they beheld a conflict of elements.
VVc find in the Jewish and Christian
Be not satisfied with statement of facts called revealed religion.
Many apologists for revealed religion Scriptures a great deal of error similar to
alone, but carelully study the relation of
have declared that man could know noth that which has characterized all the nations
thoughts.— Le Roy C. Cooley.
ing of God unless God had revealed Him of the world who have not come to a posi
The whole human virtue may be re self to mankind in a spiritual manner. tive agreement as to the unity of the
duced to speaking the truth always, and 1 his we believe; but believe that a spirit Divine Being, and His infinite bene
doing good to others.— Aeltan.
ual revelation of God to man is a revela ficence. We find the Bible representing
We should treat a keen man as we tion to the human mind of every individ very fully these two aspects of religion,
would a razor, cautiously and tenderly, or ual. God is revealed to man’s spiritual the spiritual and the carnal, though every
once
in
a
while
brilliant
flashes
of
light
consciousness
by
means
of
the
moral
we are sure to bleed.— Simone Assemani.
sense, the divine indwelling ego which come to us from the highest heavens, and
dart out from the innermost recesses of
I know no evil under the sun so great Orientals have called the atma.
Revealed religion, then, is a religion the soul divine in man; here and there
as the abuse of the understanding, and
yet there is no one vice more common.— that springs from the fact of there being the highest ideas of the universe confront
upon the earth, in ancient times and in us that man or angels can well entertain;
Steele.
distant countries, also in modern days, in the Bible presents to us vivid contrasts
There are in the world circumstances modern lands a few men and women,— and shows us where the imperfection of
which give us for masters men of whom very few in comparison to the size of the human reflection resulted often in the
we would not make our valets.— Mme. population,—whose spiritual natures are acknowledgment of a multiplicity of dei
Roland.
so far unfolded that they can lay hold ties, or, at least, in the affirmation that
Great joy, especially after a sudden upon divine truth which others can neither the one God was capricious at one
change and revolution of circumstances, perceive nor understand. Such men and time, manifesting attributes utterly at vari
is apt to dwell rather in the heart then on women divinely endowed and wonderfully ance with those he manifested at another.
If any ask, Can you reconcile all the
unfolded in spiritual directions are the
the tongue.—Fielding.
means of evolving all systems of religion varied ideas of God to be found in the
The discovery of truth by slow, pro which contain genuine spiritual truth. Bible with the admission that there is an
gressive meditation is talent. Intuition of That glorious solar worship, which, dis infinitely supreme intelligence who is alto
the truth, not pcrceded by perceptible- connected from all idolatry, was the most gether good and wise ? We answer only in
meditation is genius.— I.avater.
ancient religion of Persia, Hindoostan, the following way: We can reconcile the
Before wondering at the degradation of Egypt, and of the buried Atlantis, was a fact of there having been any number of
ideas
of
God
with
the
fact
of
there
having
genuine
specimen
of
revealed
religion.
a soul, one should know what blows it
has received, and what it has suffered When the Spaniards visited Peru they been any number of stages of human ad
vancement
morally
and
mentally.
found
there
a
pure
solar
worship,
rigidly
from its own grandeur.— Mme. Louise
Ideas of God, of the universe, of nature,
monotheistic in its form, existing among
Colet.
the natives. When we study the North of law, all grow up naturally and each
There may be as much courage dis American Indians, no matter how wild one paves the way for its successor as
played in enduring with resignation the and savage some of them may be,— do the various types of vegetation and
sufferings of the soul, as in remaining firm though almost untutored barbarians—they animal forms on earth. We can not now
under the showers of shot from a battery. all have a noble idea of the one great uni look back upon the great periods that
— Napoleon / .
versal Spirit, and they bow only to that have gone and recount the story of the
divine
and
omnipresent
intelligence
whom
ancient
rocks,
the
mammoth
animals,
and
Every woman carries in the depths of
gigantic reptiles of old, without beholding
her soul a mysterious weapon, instinct— they call the Great Spirit.
The
cats,
dogs
and
birds,
which
were
from
the
point
of
view
of
modern
science,
that virgin instinct, incorruptible, which
worshiped
in
ancient
Egypt
by
the
b.ysomething
of
their
usefulness
and
beauty,
requires her neither to learn, to reason,
barians
of
that
clime,
the
oxen
that
were
not as types everlastingly fitted to survive,
nor to know, which binds the strong will
slaughtered
by
the
Mosaic
law,
because
but as preparations for a perfect state;
of man, dominates his sovereign reason,
they were the symbols ol the Egyptian so in the realm of mind, in the evolution
and pales our little scientific tapers.
idolatry towards which the Israelites were of ideas and morals we can readily under
Our joys travel by express, our pains by constantly showing their readiness to drift, stand how every step that has been taken
parliamentary. Through the loveliest were by no means the outcome of the re by humanity nearer and ever nearer to
scenes the joy-train of out lives rushes ligion of those mighty minds who built the ultimate goal, has been a natural ex
swiftly. At the pretty wayside stations, the great pyramid of Gizeh, and thereby pression of the best thought the mind of
we are able but to touch hands with memorialized in stone for all succeeding the period could entertain and express.
We find only what is very natural, in
cherished friends and behold! we are off generations their idea of the perfect unity
again; but if we have grief for our engine- of the universal Spirit, the unspeakable deed, and therefore easy to account (or
driver, care for the stroker, how we creep majesty of the Eternal Mind who can be both among savages and enlightened peo
revealed to man’s mental understanding ple; it is easy enough for all to perceive
along the lines.—Mrs. Trafiord.
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the hand of divine beneficence working not also receive evil ? ” means that if we
in whatever is beautiful and fair in the are to attribute what we call good, what
universe. All can readily understand why we like and enjoy, to the hand of the
the beautiful midsummer constellation Eternal, should we not as logically and as
Virgo was regarded by the ancients as a gratefully attribute that which we do not
sign and symbol of heavenly powers breath- understand to the same beneficent power ?
ing down peace and prosperity upon the If there is an earthquake, then God is in
earth; we can also readily understand that earthquake as much as he is in the
why Scorpio, the autumnal sign, the sign brightness and glory of the summer’s sunfor the month of October, which heralds shine. If you are asked what possible
the winter, was regarded as man’s adver- good there can be in an earthquake, what
sary; we can readily understand why, possible blessing is conferred by these
upon the twenty-fifth day of December, dire convulsions of nature, what possible
every year, the people would gather to- benefit can come to us out of all the
gether with great joy and acclamation, calamitous experiences in our career?
and praise the light of day for bursting j we answer, that the only reason why the
forth again from darkness to give them a world is not prepared to call everything
greater birthday and a new year. This was good, is because the world does not underof course, regarded as a new evidence of stand sufficiently much of the divine operaGod’s power in the universe. We can read-1 tion. Just as a child is always ready to
ily understand why there should be (the | thank its mother for candy, but not ready
power of goodness) another festival of re to thank her for a bitter medicine that
joicing in the springtime, when all the cold may be the very thing he needs when in a
and dreariness of winter was over and the condition of sickness which candy would
earth was rejuvenated*and rehabilitated intensify; a child is always ready to thank
in increasing glory, preparing for the yet the donor of a pretty toy, but is not so
lovelier and richer wonders of the sum ready to be thankful for a difficult lesson
mer; and we can readily understand why, book; as a child loves to gambol in the
in the beautiful season of autumn, when fields, and is always thankful for a holi
the grain had ripened and the fruit was day, but not always thankful for be ing
hanging luscious upon the boughs of the sent into the school-room to study; but
bending trees, songs of praise should again when the year^ roll on and the child can
arise, and that the gods of harvests and reason better than he could in the days of
fruitful seasons should receive adoration his earlier experiences, he acknowledges
that the very usefulness of his life, the very'
and thanksgiving at the hands of men.
But we can not see why, unless some success of his career, was not altogether
light breaking in from the spheres of immor traceable to those holidays in which he
tality, unless there is some revelation made | played games all day, but far more to
to human understanding concerning the those hours of study when he was com
goodness involved in trial and suffering, pelled to labor to learn; so when we have
concerning the blessings that spring forth older and wiser grown in experience, we
from adversity, man should attribute earth shall all account life’s bitterest trials its
quake and storm, and fire and flood, to greatest benefactions.
If there were no existence beyond the
the action of any other than an evil po
tency. We believe that every child nat grave, if man had no future, if trial and
urally, unless guided by some unusual tribulation played no part in educating
instinct, attributes the summer to God the human spirit, if all the discipline of
and the winter to the devil almost instinct earthly life was a hap-hazard experience,
ively. We believe almost every human if there were accidents and chances in
being, unless enlightened by knowledge nature—which there are not,—if every
beyond sensuous discovery, believes that thing did not form a part of a divine and
when everything goes well God is blessing universal plan of goodness, then we might
him and smiling down upon him, and that well say it is a Devil and not God who
he is in the hands of an adversary when allows the earthquake to swallow up
affairs go wrong with him. But what men Charleston or Lisbon, or any other place
call right is often the most grievous wrong ' which has been well nigh destroyed,
of all, and what they call most grievous j When we can look deeper than we can
wrong is often the most glorious right; on earth into this subject we shall see that
what they call good is often evil and whatj every experience which comes to us in
they term evil is often highest good, for it I earthly life, comes in obedience to what
is human short-sightedness and that alone ! men are now’ prepared to call an imwhich prevents us from distinctly perceiv-1 mutable law of nature, but which is in
ing the hand of infinite intelligence, love , reality a law of divine goodness \o u
and wisdom in what we most dislike and are told by scientists there are no acciwould fain stave off.
I dents, nothing occurs by chance, there
We do not believe that in the infinite are no effects without causes adequate to
plan any provision is made for evil; there- j produce them, nothing can occur out ol
fore we do not believe there is any abso-1 the regular order of nature, everything
lute evil. We do not believe when you ' takes place in obedience to immutable
have quitted the earth and have risen far | law that never deviates for the sake of
above its shadows, that when you have ! sparing or chastising any one, and this in
passed far above and beyond those lower ■a sense is true.
states which border upon the earthly, and ! But when we acknowlege the omni
look back over all the way you have trav- i presence of Deity, the indwelling of the
eled from spiritual infancy to spiritual ma-j infinite mind in all the universe, we coturity, you will be able to find one incide with this position of modern sciiota of unmitigated evil in your entire ex-1 ence that everything is amenable to imperience.
| mutable law; but as law means nothing
When we read in the book of »Job the
; more than
order
or
command, we . .endow
_ I •• •
.
• k
<• • . • « • ft
I|
inquiry, “ Shall we receive good at the divine law with infinitely higher attribute
hands of God, and shall we not also re than the attributes with which the mate
ceive evil ?" When we read in another rialist endows it. We declare that divine
scripture, “ Is there evil in the city, and law, the law of nature, is the continual ex
the Ixjrd has not done it ? ” What mean pression of an ever-working mind. In your
ing can we attach to this old word evil human bodies there is rio movement of the
when applied to a portion of the work of flesh either voluntary or involuntary that is
God? Is it not simply a word employed not due to the presence of spirit,—for im
by man to designate the darker experience mediately the spirit quits the mortal frame
of life ? You say when you gaze on a and the bond is severed that binds it to the
splendid picture, there is light and brill organism, all motions both voluntary and
iancy in this picture which the great artist involuntary' are suspended. Though your
has painted; but there is also shadow; it blood circulates and your pulses throb
has a dark background as well as a glow and your heart beats in obedience to natu
ing foreground. Has not the true artist ral law, that natural law is a law of spirit,
painted the shadow as well as the light ? of mind, of intelligence, not a law of inert
Did he not paint the dark background as dead matter, for when the mortal body
well as the luminous foreground ? You perishes and the spirit has gone forth to
may admire the foreground and see no another realm of being, not only are the
beauty in the background; you may admire voluntary activities ol the body suspended,
the charming figures which are to the but there is not another throb of the
front, but see nothing admirable in that pulse or beating of the heart, no further
shadow behind; buth as not the same great circulation of the blood, no further con
artist who painted the most graceful por volution of the brain; every movement
tion of the picture, painted the other side ceasing with the withdrawal of the life
also, which you may have called hideous? principle which is intelligence; when in
In life’s picture sadness, gloom and hu- telligence has severed its connection (com
initiation, the trials and troubles, the dis- j the form, there is no longer a natural law
asters and catastrophes, you often call evil that keeps up circulation or any other
are not really evil at all; all are good, and \ctivity. Man is the microcosm, the uni
as God means the infinitely good, “ shall verse, the macrocosm. Studying man we
( C*ntiHurti #N TkirJ /%£*.)
we receive good at the hands of (rod and
m
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BY ISAAC
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All would be happy. You would, my
reader and I. And should we learn to
look candidly for the reason that we are
not so, might we not find at our own
doors the causes that curse ?
Look back on your past life and tell me
on the honor of a soul, of what actions
you are the happiest in the recollection ?
Are they the bad or the good— the mean
or the noble and just ? Are they the
wrongs against others, or the generous acts
of self-denial by which you have done
good to them ?
Does that splendid mansion, erected
with money not rightly his own, give un
mixed peace of mind to him, who, ac
cording to the law, holds the title deeds ?
Would he not have been happier in a cot
tage in the title to which a court of con
science could have found no flaw ? The
seducer of innocence and virtue— does
the thought of his victims fill him with
unalloyed delight ? Is he happy, the man
who vends the waters of death to the
staggering inebriate ? Do the sufferings
of the women and children— the ignor
ance, wretchedness, and crime, which his
vocation produces, lift him into the
beatitudes ?
But it is not so much the act, as the
moral condition that inspires it— not so
much what is done, as the moral state
that causes the doing, which, according
as the deed, good or bad, blesses or
curses. He who would, but could not,
do a noble act, is greater than he w’ho
could, but w'ould not.
Nevertheless action reacts; and the
deed done emphasizes and fixes the moral
status of the mind that seeks to do. The
murderer at heart, who has never com
mitted the overt act of murder, becomes
the more a murderer for having done so.
There goes a man of millions, for not
one dollar of which he has done an hon
est hour’s work or given an honest equiva
lent. Many have had reasons to curse,
but none to bless him. Grant that his
conscience has become callous against
every noble impression; grant that he has
become so debased and d£ad to the sense
of honor and duty as never to be jagged
by the thorns of remorse. He may in
deed have sunk so low as to take a fiend
ish pleasure in his evil deeds. He may
chuckle over the foreclosed mortgage and
the financial over-reachings that have put
money into his pocket. He may even
have pangs of regret for having failed in
his schemes of swindling and plunder.
And yet his deeds do curse him. They
have dragged him to that lower level
which is the negation of happiness. His
life has become the debauch of avarice;
and in the delirum tremens of his greed
the devils torment him, and snakes are
hissing in his face. He may know not
why, or how, only that his life is accursed.
•
—
There walks another man whose daily
toil is the price of his daily bread. He
has many wants which his poverty will not
allow to be gratified. He w’ould, but can
not, surround his family with the comforts
of abundance. He would, but can not,
have books, papers, magazines, and pic
tures. He would, but can not, secure for
his sons and daughters the best educa
tional opportunities. Poverty interposes.
But he goes heroically to his daily toil
and is doing the best he can. He has a
clear conscience. He goes to bed at
night with no memory of wrongs com
mitted to haunt his dreams. His is the
sleep of rest and peace.
Morally he
stands on a plane immensely above that
of the fellow away dowrn there whose
house is a palace, and whose money is
counted by millions.
Men love not misery, but too often
they love the groveling greed and sensu
ality through which misery comes. They
would enjoy the sin, vainly hoping to
escape results.
Every act, every thought, every emo
tion even, according as it is good or bad,
noble or vile, brings happiness or misery
in its train.
A word with you, my reader. Neither
you nor I have* lived as honestly, as
purely, as nobly as w'e should have done.
You and I are to-day the sufferers for the
errors, the follies— perhaps the crimes— of
■ our past lives. And you and I are, for
this reason, dwrarfed in our whole nature
•— dwarfed mentally, morally, physically.
Our spirits, when they shuffle off these
coils of clay, will not be so strong, bright,
and beautiful as they might have been,
and we must start from a lower plane in
our growths upward through the eternities.
Our errors may not have been known
to the world, and possibly only barely
suspected by ourselves. Our follies the
world may have called wisdom.
Our
crimes may have been no transgression ot
the law of the land. A perverted public
sentiment may have esteemed them hon
orable, and at their recital the multitude
may have shouted, “ Bravo!”
For this applause we may have felt the
pleasant titillation of flattery. But the
approval of corruption is bitter ironry,
and its applauses only condemnation.
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The crisis of our choice will be at the twrit».r» .h.o.id.»
)
R e-incarnation.
hour w’hen we choose to go or not to go
(Christian Register.]
straight to our easy, natural, unforced j
Re-incarnation of angelic, disembodied,
Most of the endeavor of the world is work in the application of the principles of
our
religion
to
the
common
needs
of
com
intelligent spirits, is an old antique theory,
wasted, because it begins wrong end first.
mon men in the common relations of soci- taught by ancient sages, and priests; also
The ancient system of pedagogics is giving I
‘ ThVt"is'"the” chri5tdike~method, and
by several modern scientific persons. The
place to the new’, because we begin to see it will be the successful one.
theory of re-incarnation of pre-existing
that we have been wasting the time of our
The Charm of Spiritualism.
ing, angelic beings is embodied in ancient
children by attempting to teach them in
divine teachings, and modem Christian
lessons, learned by rote at school, that
. [Light.]
theology. Krishna, one of the world’s
which was learned by their elders through
It is difficulty for those who openly or
Nemesis is an omnipotent god; and if
ancient saviors, bom 3,333 years B. C.,
much
reflection
after
school
lessons
w
’ere
covertly oppose Spiritualism, to conceal
in our heart of hearts we are conscious of
an intentional wrong, it is sufficient to over. Our grammars, for example, still their impatience and chagrin at the rapid was adored by the ancient Hindoos as the
eighth incarnation of the disembodied
contain matter which no child can under
rise up and curse us.
and universal diffusion of belief in the new spirit of the deified Yishna; also many
stand and few men have any use for.
Take my hand, my reader, and let us, We begin to teach at the wrong end, and philosophy, perceptible in all intelligent other ancient eminent persons were con
This by way of j communities throughout the civilized sidered to be re-incarnations of pre-exist
this day, pledge to one another, and to so waste our time.
our God, that henceforth, by the purity illustration merely. The same process we world. They see that the frauds and im ing, intelligent spirits from inter-planetary
of our motives, the moral heroism of our may note in many of the methods of the postures practiced in the name of Spirit space; also the deified spirit of the cruci
acts, and the nobleness of our lives, no churches of all kinds. One begins at the ualism, and at times exposed or silenced, fied Savior of the Christian Era is sup
posed to have had pre-existence, prior to
act of ours yet to be done, shall rise up to wrong end, when he addresses children
andyouth7 fo7 «amplerwTth intern lo ex-1 a[e " ° bar to, ',ts Progress. They dare not his re-incarnation in his infantile body, as
curse us.
cite in them emotions which are the natu- ! challenge public debate or contest with it, the sacred babe, of Bethlehem, and the
ral result of long liv ing and much suffer- I because they are conscious of great uncer- natural moral teacher of Judea, who said
Faith in Things Seen.
ing. The heart of youth is joyous, its tainty as to the issue, and they could not unto Nicodemus: “ Verily, verily, I
[Hartford (Ct.) Times.]
estimate of life necessarily superficial. It afford to be discomfited. They are not say unto thee, except a man be bom
at all indifferent to its spread and grow th. again he can not see the kingdom of
seeks
the
holiday
aspect;
and
the
grave,
One marked characteristic of the Rev.
On the contrary, they are watching it in God. Marvel not that I said unto thee,
sober,
and
settled
convictions
of
middle
Dr. Stowe was his strong faith in the life
life are unnatural. One mistakes who at- ^ * 7 an<| ®c“ uring its strides with much ye must be born again.” John iii, 3-7.
hereafter. It was in his case something tempts to set in order all the thoughts of a a™ an<^ ^ ‘ nature.
He also taught his disciples that the de
_ .
more than faith; it w’as knowledge. And a, mnifitnHp
in k s nnH
1
people are to be found chiefly in parted spirit of the prophet Elijah, i. t.,
multitude of mi^iinnpnns
miscellaneous th
thinkers
and
it was knowledge derived from actual per arrange them into a system. The last the religious sects as teachers and leaders, Elias, was re-incarnated in the person of
and also in those intrenched conservative John the Baptist. Matthew xi, i4;andin
h
is
of
value
the
majority
sonal experience. He was aware of the
that they
have systematized
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xvii, 12, he also says, “ My Father loves
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reality of the Spirit-world, and of its near the _belief
with rut routine, and who hate me, because I lay down my life that I might
thinking and are ready now to defend their
ness to the earth life, through his own ex systems at all hazards. Our thinking, like change and disturbance in any of their take it again;” he also says, “ I have
perience. His Christian faith derived a our lives, is fragmentary. We see in part, social fixtures. And so it has come to power to lay down my life, and I have
vital and important support from what he we know in part. It is impossible that we pass that Spiritualism is quietly forging power to take it again.” John x, 17-18.
ahead, happy in the enjoyment of the Therefore, from these biblical and histor
should
any
of
us
see
all
around
any
subject
personally saw and knew. To him, the
“ let alone ” policy. It is considered the ical quotations it may be reasonably infer
of
thought,
and
be
able
to
state
in
un
veil was often withdrawn, and he wras per
wisest course to let Spiritualism severely red that the theory of the re-incarnation
changeable
phrase
our
relation
to
it.
But
mitted to see and hold communion with
those who had “ gone before.” It is not wfe commly begin with the attempt to sys- a one’ particularly so as it is embracing the of pre-existing, intelligent spirits is not a
I he new principle of spiritual science, whose
the prerogative, even of the all-intruding tematize, the wrong end. Hence, endless most. respectable and intelligent.
modern journalist, against whose busy pen confusion, the loss of time, the waste of ac flu,!Jltlon an<3 unquestionable intellect effulgent light illuminates the endarkened
ranks Of spiritualistic minds of humanity. The theory of re
so few provinces of individual private life energy, and the needless discouragement of an^ character in the
effective damper to op incarnation is old; as ancient as the dawn
the
workers.
are permitted to maintain a proper and in
position.
ing civilization of the human race, and
The wrong end of work is the hardest,
vulnerable privacy, to invade the domain
In view of the foregoing, the pertinent was taught by ancient priests and adopted
and,
therefore,
seems
more
valuable
to
of the private life of such a man as Pro
inquiry comes almost unsolicited, What is by modern reformers; also taught and
those
who
imagine
that
by
straining
their
fessor Stow’e, whose experiences in his in
the cause of this remarkable growth of confirmed by ancient, intelligent spirits,
muscles
until
their
hearts
pump
all
their
tercourse with the other world he had a
right to hold sacred. To indiscriminate blood into their faces, and their laboring |Spiritualism ? How- does it happen that from inter-planetary space. Their testi
companies he never talked of these things, lungs report the heavy draft upon their j sPlrltuallstlc doctrines are enjoying such mony is the only evidence we can obtain
and those of his friends to whom he ever powers, they are accomplishing something ProsP€rous ana increased adoption . It our of credibility of the theory of the re
e . anc^ semi-acti\e opponents could incarnation of pre-existing spirits. There
mentioned the subject were few’ indeed; of a value to be estimated according to |actlu
only bring themselves to the task of a fore the principle, or dogma, should be
the
exertion
it
costs.
Many,
therefore,
but it is known that he was entirely satis
candid and impartial examination of these received with a reasonable consideration
like
the
wrong
end
of
the
work
best.
fied that he often saw, and conversed with,
questions, we affirm that satisfactory an as a theory', taught by a class of departed,
But
the
best
work
is
always
the
unforced,
in the privacy and quiet of his own home,
swers would be forthcoming. They would truthful spirits, who claim to have been
the
natural,
joyous,
easy
expression
of
the
those who wrere no longer the occupants
doubtless find many explanations. But re-incarnated in a physical body several
life
and
thought
flowing
out
into
action.
of earthly bodies, and that this gift of
chief among them would be the charm of times, on this world and other planets.
They
who
take
work
at
the
right
end
work
spiritual clairvoyance and clairaudience
We use the word “ charm,
W m . F. E varts , P. M.
was potent to take away much of the so easily and noiselessly that both to them- ' Spiritualism.
because the reasonableness of the claims
P rattham , N. V’ .
selves
and
to
others
they
seem
to
be
doing
sense of bereavement, and to fix his
of Spiritualism act like a charm on the
nothing,
until
at
last
results
show
the
thought, like Paul’s, habitually on the
intelligent understanding that accepts
quality
of
the
effort.
Misunderstood
Sensitives.
higher realities. An article in the Hart
them.
For
us
Unitarians,
the
right
end
of
our
ford Courant, evidently inspired from a
Just as soon as a thorough investigation E ditor of G o l de n G a t e :
work
is
to
be
found
when
we
do
the
things
source w'here the facts of the case were
of the phenomena has been made they are
which
fit
our
powers,
tastes,
and
training.
known, correctly says of Dr. Stowe that
I paid a visit not long since to one of our
his interest was great at all times “ to know Whenever we undertake that which re. accepted as the most realistic of all e n  State insane asylums, since which time I
what was on the other side.” He was quires of us great exertion, we accomplish deace 0 cred at the bar ol the individual have had a continual inward prompting to
radically convinced of the nearness of the little. Whenever we let our nature have Jud6menf' , A " d acceptance of the phePom?na 15 followed closely by a full belief tell the readers of the G olden G ate what 1
other life, for his own almost daily experi way, we do most. All the best work of in
the logical teachings deduced there saw and felt while there, as well as the
the
last
seventy-five
years
has
been
done
ence for thirty years had revealed to him
from. There is nothing preposterous or
by
those
who
followed
their
bent,
whether
the possibility, and not only the possibility
thoughts which that visit brought to mind,
enigmatical
in
the
doctrines
of
Spiritualism.
but the fact, that the so-called “ dead ” it was to sing songs of faith and hope, They appear to the mind thus prepared the thoughts which urge me on with renewed
can and do return, and are often (though like “ Nearer, My God, to Thee,” or to go most natural and reasonable doctrines in
force to do the little which is in my power
unseen by most) in very truth close by us; on errands of mercy among the unfortunate the world for man to believe. And so they
for the tortured, suffering mediums I found
and
the
enslaved
with
May
and
Tuckerand that the love between parent and
truly are. Their reasonableness then is there.
man,
or
to
mitigate
the
horrors
of
war
in
child, and husband and wife, is not de
their charm, because they are thoroughly
The buildings constituting the asylum
the
Sanitary
Commission,
or
to
preach
the
stroyed, or even obstructed, by the natu
consistent with the phenomenal facts. are beautiful, well-kept structures, in the
gospel
of
patriotism
with
Starr
King,
or
ral process called death, which, Dr. Stowe
Facts are, or ought to be, the foundation midst of a wealth of flowering shrubs and
lift
up
the
spotless
standard
of
the
spiritual
felt, is but the silent opening of a door
of every temple of truth, and conspicu plants, fruit-trees, vines and vegetable
life
with
Martineau.
Our
natural
w
’ork
that takes the freed ones into another,
ously so of the majestic, heaven-domed beds. Thrift and cleanliness greet the eye
and
our
best
has
been
our
easiest.
Not
more refined, and better stage of being.
temple which, for want of a better name, on every hand. The insides of the many
to
do
it
was
hard.
The
doing
of
it
was
His spiritual visitors were so real that he
is called Spiritualism.
different building are marvelously neat
pleasant
for
those
who
put
their
lives
into
sometimes was for a moment at fault in
So
rational
and
so
harmonious
with
and orderly. Polite and pleasing attend
it,
although
sometimes
it
led
into
trial
and
judging whether they were such, or w'ere
the needs and hopes of human nature is ants are ever ready to make the calls of
trouble.
But
the
trial
and
trouble
were
still, like himself, in the earthly body.
Spiritualism that if the highest combined visitors pleasant, all of which bespeak
not
in
the
work.
That
was
easy,
because
No winder the writer w’e have referred to
wisdom and intellectuality of the race great credit to the managers of the insti
it
was
the
natural
expression
of
noble
says:
should
be
called
upon
to
devise
a
destiny
tution. A casual observer would think an
thought
and
purpose.
“ Death to him had no terrors. Indeed
commensurate with the present and future insane person in good luck to have so
And
now
have
we
plain
indications
as
he had for a long time been eager to go,
of man, it seems as if the inevitable result pleasant a home. O f this we have noth
to
our
work
and
opportunity
?
Never
and if he exhibited impatience about any
of such a task would be the unanimous ing to say; it is of the sane we would
w
ere
the
omens
more
clear
and
more
pro
thing, it was his detention here in this
adoption
of
the
essential
truths
of
Spirit
speak, aye plead fo r.
pitious.
Society
is
profoundly
moved,
the
cumbrous body. His Christian faith was
ualism. The charm and reasonableness
My friends, within those walls are con
world
over,
w
ith
the
ferment
of
new
ideas;
that of a child, absolute and unqualified.
of spiritualistic philosophy, we repeat, is fined and treated, as unruly insane, doz
with
the
hope
of
better
things;
with
the
His deep acquaintance with German spec
that it is natural. Indeed, Spiritualism is ens of sensitive mediums who have been
longing
for
a
change
in
social
institutions,
ulation had not in- the least affected his
nothing
more
or
less
than
a
continuation
developed, or rather partially developed,
which
will
make
more
of
the
man
and
simple trust. In fact when he was most
of human nature, from the visible and within the families of those who are stran
less
of
his
work.
“
The
I^abor
Ques
ill, and the end seemed at hand, his
tangible order to the enlarged, refined, gers to our divine philosophy, and who
tion
”
;
“
The
Temperance
Question
”
;
cheerfulness always rose, and it w’as apt to
and
spiritualized
order
of
a
higher
life.
know nothing of the effort some loved
sink a little with returning strength. He the demand for social purity; the reform
friend is making to be recognized through
of
the
civil
service;
arbitration
between
was more than ready t to go. But last
W
e learn with painful interest, but on the mediumistic power of some member
individuals
and
nations;
theological
revi
June, when Mr. Gladstone made his ex
periment, he became so profoundly inter sions; the demand of woman for legal good authority, that the aged Mary How itt of the family, and whose strange talk of
ested, that he said to the writer one day, power to give effect to her moral influences; has entered the Roman Catholic Church. “ angels’’ and “ voices” came to the sensi
‘ I should like to stay here a fewr weeks the new ethics; the new theology; the It will be remembered that one or two of tive to be considered insane, and, lest
longer and see how Gladstone comes new impulse to missionary work, with hu her daughters took the same step some they become suddenly violent, they art
manitarian motives (we need not make a few years back. It may not be generally packed off to a madhouse and there
out.’ ”
To such persons indeed “ Death has no catalogue); in short, the new, eager, known that when Mr. and Mrs. Howitt locked up with others equally unfortunate,
terrors.” The only danger in their case is hopeful outlook of humanity, striving for were resident in Clapton in the earleir and who are forced to listen continually
that they may be led to dwell too much better things and in the striving overturn years of their literary career, living at the to laughs, cries, and groans that would in
upon “ the ether side,” and become too ing the established and the old,— all these house known as “ The Elms,” they at a short time unsettle the reason of one
much drawn by the magnetism of the give to Unitarianism its natural field for tended very regularly the ministrations of perfectly sane.
Talk of schools for the training of me
higher life, and the realities of the other work. Its great humanitarian impulse the late Rev. Robert Aspland, the able
world, and thus lose their interest in and finds now’ its opportunity long waited for. minister of the Unitarian congregation at diums, or societies for the promulgation
desire for the continuance of the life The right end of our work is to be found Hackney. It is sad to be reminded in of the philosophy of Spiritualism, they
here, with its ties and its duties. It was in every social problem which, for its solu this connection that two daughters of the sink into mere nothings as compared to
Mrs. Stowe herself who wrote,— of “ The tion, needs the application of a moral late distinguished scientist, Mrs. Mary the greater and more urgent need of a
principle; in every human hope which, Somerville, also became Roman Catholic. private home, where these poor, stormOther World
for its satisfaction, needs the proclamation That such a step should be taken by any tossed souls may find the quiet they need
It lies around us like a cloud,
of the Infinite Beneficence; in every hu of the Howitt family is all the more re to become what they are intended to be,
The world we do not see;
man need which, for its supply, demands markable when we remember that William the finely tuned instruments for the use ol
Yet the sweet closing of an eye
a gift of human symp thy.
May bring us there tobe.
Howitt’s “ History of Priestcraft,” con the spirit world.
Add to it, if you like, a home foraged
The easy end of our work is presented stituted one of the most rigorous denun
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and infirm mediums, and w’hat more
in
the
programme
offered
at
Saratoga;
not
ciations
of
the
mischiefs
and
oppressions
Sweet hearts around us throb and beat
a topic is superfluous, not one which does for which sacerdotalism is responsible glorious work would there be going on
Sweet helping hands are stirred,
not indicate an opportunity, not for talk that has ever been written.— Chris tain upon this small planet of ours than this.
And palpitates the veil between,
Surely the spirit world would “ rejoice
With breathings almost heard.
alone, not for discussion, however learned Life.
with exceeding great joy.” Spiritualism
ft
#
#
*
*
and able and earnest, but for work, for
“ B r o o k l y n is a city ot protracted of to-day demands a home of this kind.
work to be carried into measures; to be
And in the hush of rest they bring,
taken home, thought over, planned for, pastorship,” as the Eagle remind us. Dr. It could very easily be made self-support
T is easy now to see
How lovely and how sweet a pass
and accomplished. If we will, the great Storrs will soon celebrate his fortieth anni ing, or nearly so, after a time. Who will
The hour of death may be.
est opportunity a church ever had may versary. Mr. Beecher’s term is nearly listen to the inner promptings and set
This clear faith, which is more than now be ours. Alas for us, if we fritter as long. That of Dr. Haskins, of the “ the ball rolling,” that no precious time
faith, no doubt largely helped to make the away our time, waste our opportunity, Eastern District, if recollection serves, is l)e wasted ?
Yours in behalf of undeveloped me
effect which the newspaper article already and, straining at the wrong end of our even longer. The Rev. Sylvester Malone
J e n n i e M ason.
quoted speaks of when it further says, task, leave the joy of the real doing to completed his two score and two on Sun diums,
O a k l a n d , Cal.
those who are better prepared than we! day.
“ The Doctor was an optimist.”
Would we grow* ? Would we make
amends for all the dwarfings of the past ?
Then must we stand heroically up and
put beneath our feet even the thought of
evil. Greed, lust, appetite— the trinity of
carnal devils— whichx through all the ages,
have dragged mankind down and ab
sorbed the substance of the soul— these
must be subordinated, and from the posi
tion of masters take the places of obedi
ent servants.

The Right End.

(Continued from First Page.)

have never been offered to them; they
would have had no need of it, and, there
discover the law which governs all nature, fore, would never have called forth all
for what man’s spirit is to his bodily organ that loving ministration which unfolded
is m , that G od’s spirit is to the vast organ-1 the spiritual nature of those who minisism of the universe. As all the brain and tered and brought so much gladness to
body of man, every fiber and tissue of the the hearts of those who received it. All
system is created and perpetuated by this would have been withheld had it not
spirit; as not a single movement of the been for the calamity which produced the
body is possible unless mind is connected necessity for an active display of benevo
with it, so throughout the boundless lent feeling.
However and wherever the explanation
realms of spirit, which no one can fully
navigate or thoroughly explore, the spirit shall be fully made to the satisfaction of
of the Eternal moves and pulses, the all mankind, we are convinced that the
motion of every atom being due to the trials, tribulations, adversities and calami
ties connected with earthly existence are
action of infinite intelligence.
Indeed we can accept from a physical all means for calling out the divinest and
point of view the immutability of nature’s sweetest harmonies of human nature. We
laws; but we can also accept the theory have never known a thoroughly sympa
of mind in nature, which is now being thetic person who never suffered; we have
published to the world by the best psy never known a truly lovely character who
chologists and physicists of the period. had never borne any pain and carried no
Indeed we can accept the evolutionary burden. We have never known one who
hypothesis which commences down in the was thoroughly happy and conscious of
humblest cells to trace the glorious pur- the most exquisite enjoyment, sensitive
pose that begins to unfold with a primor- enough to drink in to perfection the glodial cell and ends with the mind of a ries and blessings of life, who had never
Confucius or Socrates; but we must look borne a trial or felt a sorrow. Look
behind, beyond and above external phe- through all the long list of your acquaintnomena to find the divine intelligence ance, or, if you will, read the bio'graphies
which causes atoms to move as they do, of the noblest men and women whose
which causes differentiation in species, names are honored by great writers’ pens,
which causes man to advance from the and not one will you find who was truly
illiterate bushmen to the sage or philoso- great and illustrious whose higher nature
pher, and when we find wonderful pur- had not been called out by suffering and
pose and infinite design in all the uni- by ministering to those in suffering. The
verse, such as Plato found, we can surely | very power to enjoy is a power that we
exclaim with the great Athenian sage, know not in fullness until we have first
“ God geometrizes,” without denying a known what it is to want, to suffer, to be
single fact which physical science can re bereaved. There is a mystery somewhere
in the education of the human spirit which
veal.
Instead of believing we are creatures o f includes pain and catastrophe; but when
a blind, relentless force, instead of look the bright and glorious angels from the
ing to some unknowable power that can higher life come down to humanity in
crush us all as beneath the wheels of a shining throngs, when these bright and
mighty juggernaut, sweeping away the holy ones relate their experiences and tell
young, the lovely, the virtuous and the you o f their glories they ever point out to
fair, mercilessly and unconsciously, we you by what means they arrived at those
find in all the operations of what is termed supernal heights, and you hear it was alnature’s laws, the manifestation of a di- ways through some sort of privation, diffivine indwelling spirit, and it is just at this culty or tribulation. So when a loving,
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point we all realize instinctively that a merciful angel is appealed to by some one
true spiritual philosophy that lays hold on earth who prays, “ O my dear guardian
directly upon the great truth of immortal angel, why do you not stave off this blow
being, is the only one that can satisfy the if you are appointed as G o d ’s messenger
intellect, appeal to the reason and satisfy to shield and protect me; why do you al
the soul as well. A short while ago we low me to meet with this accident if you
were conversing with a very learned man are here as G o d ’s representative to take
who has been a student of the natural charge of me, his child, and your ward;
sciences for many years. H e had been why do you allow my darling little one or
reading the works of many and many a my dearest friend to be taken from me
great author, Darwin and Spinoza among and I to be left in this bereavement and
the number, and when we said to him, gloom; why do you let me go hungry and
“ having read so much speculative litera- naked, foot-sore and weary through the
ture, how do you regard the postulates of world ?
pure theism ? What do you think of a
When your ears have become attuned
lofty and refined Spiritualism ?” He re- to hear celestial melodies, when you can
plied, “ I found God whilst I was reading listen to the response the angel makes to
Darwin’s works upon 4The Origin of Man your pleading interrogation, the angel an
and the Development of Species.’ I found swers, “ My dear charge on earth, I have
God while I was reading Emanuel Kant, been on earth in the long ago; I was once
and also when I was studying the theories in circumstances like unto those in which
of Spencer, Tyndall and H uxley, though you now are; I have known my bereave
I had no reason to suppose that either of ments and my pain, and when trouble
the latter gentlemen are other than agnos came to me it was as hard for me to bear
tics, and Tyndall certainly appears to have then as it is for you to bear your load
a somewhat atheistical tendency.” H e now; but as I know I should never have
said that very revelation of the immuta been an angel without it; as I know I
bility of nature's law, that precise ex should never have stood in the glory
actitude with which every event of the where I now stand if suffering had been
universe transpired according to their rea warded off; as I know that all life’s disci
sonings, brought him to a point where he pline was the means of my growth and
was compelled to harmonize with Plato, education, I could no more in kindness or
who said it was nothing short of an in in justice, were I able to do so, save you
finite mind possessed of infinite goodness from the trial that comes to you in earthly
that could do all this, as far as he could life than I could save the seed from going
imagine. Many others have echoed his down into the soil that it might become a
words and arrived at a similar conclusion. beautiful flower, or save the child from
He further said, 441 can praise the object, going to school, for without his education
the purpose, the design in nature, for I he would never be equipped for the enfind it to be wholly beneficent; and while Ijoyments and successes of after life.
I am not yet prepared to say I am a SpirIf some rilt in the clouds could only reitualist, for I have had no satisfactory | veal the angelic world to all who are mournevidence of communion with the spirit ing and complaining to-day because the
world, perhaps I have not eagerly sought earth has opened her mouth and swallowed
for it, as I have been so engrossed in buildings and their inhabitants and left
scientific study of other kinds— all I can mortals desolate; if those who are to-day
say is that if the spiritualistic theory of a remonstrating with one another and argu
future life, dismantled of all crudities and ing down the divine beneficence, as far as
misconceptions, is not true, I cannot un-|they are able in their puny weakness, bederstand its being untrue in the light of [cause they can not trace the good that
comes out of what men call evil; if these
what I know of the universe.
The idea that there is a life in which were able to see the spirits emancipated
everything is explained and set right, that and hear the songs of rejoicing that are
the real life of man is in spirit and not in even now filling the air in the neighbor
matter, that death only robs him of his hood of those ruins; if they could hear
most external covering, only tears from those who were drowned at sea, those who
us our robes, but does not touch our real by the earth were swallowed up, and those
individuality, is a theory that appeals to whom volcanic debris has covered, ex
common sense, intelligence and reason, claiming, 44 It was all for the best and we
and to the deepest sentiments of a spirit-I are satisfied” ; if they could only know
ually enlightened people, and needs not that those who have been the greatest suf
to be specially revealed to such either by ferers are ever ready to exclaim, “ We
external spiritual communications or by would not have been without that suffer
argument; it is an axiomatic truth to those ing for everything earth could bestow on
who study the necessities of the situation, us; we are thankful for all that has come
that there is in the universe not only an to us, for it has been the stepping-stone
infinite superintending mind, but also an to our crown and reward”— we say if that
higher light were only to break in upon
infinite compensatory justice.
Now if our real life is in spirit, those every mind from the supernal spheres you
poor creatures whom some say were de would learn to take your blessings in
stroyed by the earthquake were from the every form in w’hich they present them
standpoint of angelic life very much in selves, and know that as the earth physi
the condition of people whose muslin cally is being educated and perfected by
dresses have caught fire, but the flames the strife of raging elements, that as earthhave been extinguished by kind friends quakes themselves, considered literally,
before the fire touched their flesh. As are only the evidences of the earth’s pro
soon as these dresses have been torn from gression, as earthquakes occur in periods
them by kind friends they begin talking of the earth’s history when it is passing on
over and almost laughing at the catastro- to a higher stage of growth and is about
phe that seemed so near destroying them; to give birth to a more beautiful civiliza
and had it not been for the fire and for tion, you would behold on both sides of
the danger the sufferers were in they the picture, the literal and the spiritual,
would never have known or met the kind great and glorious blessings resulting from
and benevolent persons who became life all convulsions of which earthquakes may
long friends from the moment of the catas be a befitting and typical representative.
It is however just as you are told in the
trophe. If they had never been in a condi
tion to need assistance, if they had never chapter from the Kings, which was read
The earthquake came
been in danger, all the milk of human kind this morning.
ness which was poured out so freely would and the Lord was not in the earthquake;

but if the earthquake had not come the
Prophet would never have heard the still
small voice. The revelation of truth, the
direct word from the Eternal, came after
the earthquake, the whirlwind and the fire;
the rocks were pulverized, the trees up
rooted, the earth shook, the very founda
tions quaked, and then after the strife was
over there was a great calm, and in the
great calm Elijah heard a still small voice.
When in the Acts of the Apostles you are
told of the coming of the Holy Spirit at
the time of Pentecost, the house was
mightily shaken where the disciples were
assembled, and after the shaking and the
quaking, and much general agitation of
the elements, the word of truth wras
spoken in every language in which the
assembled multitude needed to hear and
comprehend it. You are told that when
the greatest events, made mention of in
the New Testament, transpired that there
was a great earthquake. An earthqnake
and an angel are both said to have rolled
away the stone at the mouth of the sepul
chre wherein Jesus lay; an earthquake is
said to have been the means of opening
the prison doors for several captive apos
tles. While wre are not prepared to say
that a literal earthquake was always signi
fied, yet we do know that visible and lit
eral earthquakes, storms and tempests are
always very close upon some higher and
deeper revelation of spiritual truth to the
world.
You are told in words of prophecy that
before some great and glorious culmina
tion arrives there will be earthauakes in
diverse places, and as everything in out
ward nature is a manifestation of mind
and is therefore due to the activity of
mental forces, we say that the spiritual
mission of earthquakes is like unto the
mission of an Elias or of a John the Bap
tist who comes to prepare the way; the
very strife and agitation of the literal ele
ments is consequent upon spiritual striving
and comes as a prelude to a higher stage
of the world’s growth.
Those who seemingly suffer from these
dread convulsions o f nature are those par
ticular spirits who, through that especial
gateway, need to be lifted upward to a
higher life. No birth is accident; no
event occurs by chance; no woman can
bring a child into the world without a
power beyond herself knowing all about it;
no experience can come to you that, was
not foreseen and foreknown by a higher
power; nothing surprises God and nothing
is accidental in the eyes of the angels.
And when from their higher plane o f ob
servation your dearest and nearest friends
in spirit, your own ancestors as well as the
great worthies of old look down upon the
earth convulsed and torn, they would all
say to you, could they reach your ears,
that thousands o f years ago inspired
prophets predicted that whenever there
would come a great awakening of spiritual
truth upon the earth there would also be
storms and earthquakes in diverse places.
These are not the outpouring of vials of
wrath, but on the other hand are but con
sequences of human imperfection which
must all expend themselves before perfec
tion is revealed.
So in every aspect, literally and spiritu
ally, the earthquake, the storm and the
fire are the prelude to a symphony, like
the presentation of chaos in the beginning
of H andel’s glorious Oratorio, 44 T he C re
ation.” A ll the noise and rumbling in
the music is a prelude to the glorious sym
phonies which are to follow after. So in
the birth of a new' age, in the bringing
into birth of a higher principle, a nobler
civilization, in the preparation o f the
world for greater fertility, the earthquake
and the storm have their part to play.
As to those predictions which have been
made by certain superstitious prophets of
evil concerning the destruction of San
Francisco by an earthquake, we must say
we agree entirely with those eminent
scientific men who were interviewed during the past week by the Chronicle re
porters, and who declared that they con
sidered all such attempts at predicting
local disaster nothing more than charlatan
ism and imposition. We do not surmise
that the city of San Francisco will be
swallowed up; we do not believe it will,
and we certainly are not commissioned to
predict it. Dr. Cumming, the eminent
Presbyterian minister of the Scotch church
in London, some years ago announced
the exact date when the world would
come to an end; some years ago the Millerites prepared their resurrection robes
and were expecting to fly up to heaven
literally, when Christ came to judge the
world; but the days predicted for the
event passed by and Christ did not come.
We sympathize entirely with those who
would spiritualize rather than literalize the
prophecies, and bring their interpretation
to bear upon a spiritual upheaval and de
liverance rather than upon a local or ma
terial catastrophe, such as an earthquake.
We do not believe that the higher powers
commission any one to tell people that
unavoidable disasters are to happen and
that they must undergo them, for if they
must undergo them and cannot escape, it
would do no one any good to be presented
with a large, amount of borrowed trouble
and by means of it be disqualified for the
performance of their present duties.
All the truth there is in clairvoyance or
any kind of prophetic prediction is, that
when there is an alternative, or choice,
the prophet may say, 44 Now if you follow
an evil course and pursue a life of sensual
indulgence, the unavoidable consequence
is such and such suffering; but if you
choose to put a rein upon your passions,
curb and bridle your lower instincts and
make an effort to rise above the condition in
which you now are, you will be exem pt.”

All .true prophecies are made condi
Spiritualism in the Churches.
tionally; they are the result of superior
knowledge; they are made, if made cor E d i t o r of G ol de
rectly, under the inspiration of those who
One would be surprised to learn the
are more clear sighted than y o u ^ lv e s j
of hundreds Qf famiUes
d,
stands and looking over The way before j sPlrltual communication; in fact, 1 believe
you can tell you that if you keep straight | there are very few' families who could not,
along in a certain course you will come to ; if they w'ould, give some incident bordermire, or mud, or quicksand, it is only be- , jng close on to spiritual manifestation.
cause standing on a higher elevation he
Not long ago a gentleman friend of
has a more extended view of the scenery
before you than you have; and if he then mine, and a good member of the Presby
points out to you another road and says, terian church in this city, remarked to me:
44 This road is not so long and difficult to 44 You have many friends I observe who
take as the other, and by taking it you are Spiritualists.” 44 That is quite nat
can reach your destination without going
ural,”
I
replied,
“
as
I
am
a
very
strong
through all that quagmire,” he 'is simply
speaking as the result of greater knowledge ° ne myself. ’ “ So I understand,” said
and wider powers of observation than your ' he* “ I have been told that you are one
own. If any one has had any experience j °f the leading ones in this city.
“ I am
in the consequences of a certain course of very thoroughly convinced of the truth of
conduct, he is able to inform you that if the philosophy, but I suppose you do not
you pursue such a course you will neces- Jbelieve there is any thing in it,” I said,
sarily arrive at sure disaster, because he I “ I might say that of a truth, for knowlhas discovered whither that course leads, j edge is not belief nor faith; I know it to
As you might see a child rushing down to I be true,” he said. Upon expressing my
the brink of some awful precipice, and I surprise at this announcement, he said he
knowing there was a precipice ahead, would explain by relating an incident:
would say, 44 Stop! If you run further in ! “ Several years ago I lost a little daughter
that direction you will be dashed to seven years of age. During her sickness
pieces; go in another direction and you I took a great deal of the care of her, and
will be saved,” you would* only be exer- was with her much of the time, and was
cising a higher knowledge, a higher power alone with her when she breathed her
of reading the tendencies of events than ^ast* Only a short time prior to her dethe child; so it is with all intelligences parture I noticed a peculiar change had
who make truthful prophecies which are come over her face; it seemed lit up with
afterwards fulfilled.
a wonderful brightness, when she looked
We believe in prophecy; we know there me fab in the face and said, 4 Papa, I
is a gift of prophecy and that it is due to a must go now, for a lady has come for me,
greater elevation in mind and in knowl-1 and I wish you would place her a chair
edge above that of an ordinary person; near the bed by m e.’ I did so without a
but for any one to predict unavoidable question. She then seemed engaged in
disaster, and to tell people that woes and conversation with the, to me, invisible
sorrows will overtake them anyway, and visitor, and soon passed into the spirit
to offer them no way of escape, is not world, and I never have had a doubt but
only to endeavor to pry into the hidden that the spirit of my sister was the lady
things of God, but is to manifest a condi my little (laughter asked me to set the
tion of mind which proves you are not a chair for. I have been a member of the
true prophet, for no true prophet is ever church,” he added, 44 for many years, and
so blind or short-sighted as to predict un- may always so remain in the church, but
I shall never question the fact of the truth
avoidable disaster.
T h e true spirit of prophecy whenever it of Spiritualism.”
I could name many such incidents ocdeals with disaster says, 44 Repent lest ye
perish; take care lest ye fall; avoid the curing in families never known among the
path of danger lest ye be destroyed;” con- Spiritualists, but the facts are occuring all
C . A. R e e d .
veying.in the shape of warning, teaching the same.
P o r t la n d , O r., Sept. 17, 1886.
of the utmost importance; but if an im
pending disaster is inevitable, and no
word or warning could turn you from the
Spirit Return.
beaten track, if the event which stares
you in the face is a necessary portion of I
^American Hotel Budget.]
your discipline, knowing it would do you
Those who oppose and ridicule the
no good to predict it, the prophet remains th
of s irit retu
as is claimed by
silent and instructs you in those things
J
r
the Spiritualists that spirits do return to
wherefrom you may receive benefit.
In all instances true prophecy is for earth and to their friends here, are at a
warning, the exhortive and instructive loss for an argument or for reasons to reelement is always large. W hen there is fute th;s [dea. i f tbe belief o f the evanan alternative the prophet says, “ Choose;
gelical ministers, as preached for the last
if you tread in the wrong path you must
suffer.” But one who is commissioned to two thousand years is true, then Spiritual
enlighten you from the angelic state, ism is true.
whoever he may be, will never be able to I We can not adopt the theory of the
save you from a discipline you require; one and reject the other. As St. Paul
but if you follow divine guidance and save says: 44 If the Savior be not risen, then
yourself from the need of such discipline is our preaching in vain.” If the story of
by self denial and the development of j the life and death of Christ be true, then
your higher nature, then becoming amen- the fact is established beyond dispute that
able to another set of influences, the dis- we live after death; and the same authority
cipline of bridling your own lower nature establishes the fact that we live in a visible
will have proven an equivalent for the spiritual body; that is, a body visible to
discipline you must have otherwise en- those who have died and become inhabidured had you remained on the lower tants o f another world, or who have ceased
plane.
to be inhabitants of this world. If there
Let us remember that our destiny is in | is any truth in revelation, then we live beour own hands; let us remember there is yond the grave; and if this be so, and we
this alternative, we uui
can either make wui
our arc
are «
a djjuuuai
spiritual body,
then why can not
uuuj, uitn
spirits rise above thatit plane whereon dis- these spirits return to visit their friends
aster can reach us through spiritual cul- whom they have left behind them ? Then,
ture, through earnest endeavor to conquer again: People say that they believe in
sense, or if we do not make such endeavor tests; that they are satisfied that test
then we must yield to that force which, mediums tell them many strange things,
even though seemingly relentless, is nev- | but materialization is impossible, and that
ertheless divine, and chastises us only that spirits can not return to earth in the
it may educate us, and afflicts only that it form. Did not the Savior return to
may enlighten us.
his disciples after his death, and in the
— *-------- ---------------•
same body, as he demonstrated to the
V isiting t h e S pirit W o r l d . — T he doubting Thomas ? T he fact is that our
late Professor Calvin E. Stowe had more friends who have gone over are round
than a faith in life hereafter; he had and about us continually, and are never
knowledge, derived from actual personal j far away from us. The evangelical church
experience. He was aware of the reality j creed teaches all that Spiritualists claim,
of the spirit world and of its nearness to The only difference is in the interpretation
the earth life through his own experience. 0f the Bible, and what is to be our posiT o him the veil was often withdrawn, and j tion in the world to come. Now that
he was permitted to see and hold commu- i those who claim to have authority to say
nication with those who had gone before, what the Bible does say and what it does
He was entirely satisfied that he often mean have put their interpretation upon
saw and conversed with, in the privacy disputed points, and have given to this
and quiet of his own home, those who interpretation the highest evangelical enwere no longer the occupants of earthly 1 dorsements, so we do not see how any
bodies. This gift of spiritual clairvoyance man or woman can donbt spirit return,
and clairaudience was potent to take away I anc[ in form; for this great truth is estabmuch of the sense of bereavement, and fished by and through materialization,
to fix his thought habitually on the higher doubt it who may.
realities.— H artford lim es.
We are on the eve of a great volution
*
in the religious and moral world. New
I t was a painful sight which Watchman developments are coming to lig t dailv,
O ’Connor saw, three children huddled and jn no department of earthly existence
together, sleeping peacefully, under the | js it made more manifest than in medical
trestle work of the Pennsylvania Railroad I science. U t those doubt that spirits can
in Jersey City. The pillow of the young- and do return in form to their heart’s
est was the bare arm of the eldest, and content. Sooner or later they will wish
the scanty rags of the little mother were they had not done so; for old things will
tucked about the baby sister to protect pass away and a new light is to dawn
her almost naked body from the wind and upon a people sunk in ignorance, so far
.• •
•
•
•
A
mosquitoes. They slept on unconscious as their own existence is concerned, and
of the attacks of the swarming insects, w;th a very fimjled idea of the future,
for they were worn out by a long day’s
___
^
____
walking. The watchman provided more i A B uffalo paper says that just before
comfortable shelter for them and they are ,he opening session of the
in that
n o w being cared for al » public mstitu- c jt Bishop Coxe remarked to a reporter:
t.on
They had been driven from home
{ shou|d lik e t0 c o rre c ( , h e r r o o 'f . Sheet
by drunken parents.
1hey were aged of my prayer. You newspaper men and
respectively eleten, six and four years.
,he printers are so unfamiliar with prayer
. ■*
~
that you’re pretty certain to bungle it up
I n Germany, it false infonnation is badly.”
given to a newspaper reporter he can col*
— ---------- ♦ -----------lect damages of its author.
I H i s t o r y is the conscience of humanity.
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comes back to the parched earth will the risen
souls come back to help other worlds, and the
A conclusion reached by all advanced thinkers
devil may be among them.
of the present day, concerning the nature of evil,

learned to rise out of their lowly condition, we
need not l>c surprised at the deceptive and value
Some exception having been taken to our posi less character of much that purports to come,
tion on the alleged 44exposure ” of materializing and no doubt docs come, from the spirit world.

is, that it is the result of ignorance, or the unde

mediums, by persons with but little, if any,
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veloped moral and spiritual nature of man.

The

development of the intellect alone is no safe
guard, or but a very poor one at least, against an
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evil life.

On the other hand it is frequently

found to be a help and promoter of iniquity.
The moral nature must be touched and radiated

f c r All letters should be addressed: "GoLPRN G a t k ,
No. 734 Montgomery Street, San Francisco, C al."

with the divine glow of a pure and noble pur
pose, before man can He safely allowed to become

S A T U R D A Y , SE P T E M B E R 25, 1886. a law unto himself.
If society treated its evil-doers as though it
T R U E J O U R N A L IS M .

loved them— as the loving parent, for instance,

The true journalist is one who aims to know

would treat a wayward child; if il regarded them

the truth and then to present his own highest as children of the All-Father, as members of the
convictions thereof.

Not that he may not allow same household with themselves, and all entitled

correspondents to present, in a proper manner,

to the same tender care, how few would there be

their ideas of truth, though differing widely from to go astray.

Hut instead thereof we wrap our

his own; but in his own special department— his selves in our pharisaical robes, imagining that we
editorial columns— the highest standards of truth arc made of finer clay than our erring fellow mor
tals; and they arc taught to regard us as their

arc ever expected.

It is quite common with many readers to ques natural enemies,— while society comes to look
tion the motives of the editor who may entertain upon them as beings beyond the pale of our lov
If he de ing sympathies.

opinions divergent from their own.

Instead of seeking their refor

fends this measure, or writes down that— if he mation, and endeavoring to make them worthy
maintains a certain proposition or line of thought,

members of society, we harshly condemn anti

or speaks disparagingly of some other, he is punish, and place upon them the brand of our
straightway regarded as catering to some preju fierce displeasure.
dice, or seeking to curry favor with some one
from selfish motives.

We kill our murderers, and thereby send into

And so it is that people the spirit world a legion of revengefnl and vin

are disposed to judge others by their own stand dictive spirits to hover around the abodes of men,
filling other natures with their own inharmonious

ards of morality.

How often have we heard some one “ wonder” conditions.

Our prisons, instead of being made

how much Editor Smith or Jones received for schools of relbrm, as they should be, arc rather
some certain article, or exercise of their influence the abodes of iniquity, where the ignorant and
in some certain direction.

When the truth is the erring arc hardened in a career of vice.

that they but expressed their honest convictions,
unbiased by fear or favor.

And

if, as in some cases, the prisoner goes forth re

And herein lies the solved to lead a better life, the mark of Cain is

test of strength to the true journalist to speak

upon him, and society, instead of meeting him

the truth when he knows it will not meet with in a spirit of helpful sympathy, turns coldly away
from him, and leaves him to struggle with the

popular favor.

In the conflict of opinion concerning certain besetting temptations of poverty and
phases of spirit phenomena, and of the merits | treatment alone,

unkind

Is it any wonder that his

and demerits of different mediums, upon which newly awakened impulses for good are soon
it seems to us a great deal of unnecessary feeling I stifled, and the poor, unbefriended one is driven
is exhibited, the editor of

this journal has back into error?

been called into question on several occasions for

What is the remedy for the sin and inharmony
The vigorous and per*

imagined that he has been swayed in his opinions sistent exercise of their opposites by all spirit0

In surrendering the control of one of the lead

ually unfolded souls.

Hatred must be met and

overcome by love,

unkindness

ing interior journals of the State, together with cruelty by mercy.

by kindness,

While we should condemn

a good income, a host of friends, and a wide the evil, wc must regard the evil-doer as an err
range of political influence, in State and nation,

ing child that needs to be taught the better way;

the outcome of a quarter of a century of hard and that can only l>e done by the exercise of
labor,— and all to engage in the advocacy of an kindness and charity in all our efforts for their
4k

unpopular cause— one in which reproach and redemption.
poverty fe r e very sure to follow,— ought to
satisfy all fair-minded persons that,

The world has yet to learn the power of true

whatever benevolence— of spiritual good will— in the uj>-

course wc may pursue, we are influenced by no lifting of the erring.

Error is mortal, and must

other motive save the highest good to the cause necessarily die; truth is of the Divine Essence,
hence, is eternal,— it must live forever,

we have espoused.

Truth

Hut this is more than we intended to say of will overcome error, because it is the dominant
ourselves.

In fact we care so little for aspersion,

force of the soul which is divine.

It is only

or misrepresentation, when applied to us, that necessary for those living in truth to know how
wc seldom care to even notice it.

Wc shall ever to apply it, when error will naturally disappear,

present the truth as we understand it, modestly as darkness melts away and disappears before the
but firmly, and to the best of our ability.

If our light of day.

friends disagree with us, that is their privilege.

,

Not only by the exercise of kindness, charity

Of one thing they may be sure, and that is and mercy, in a spirit of tender sympathy for the
that wc shall never descend to personal abuse,

erring, should we seek to teach them a truer

or admit aught into our columns that is not clean,

knowledge of their own spiritual natures, and

dignified, and proniotive of pure morality and lift them to a higher plane of being; but we
true spirituality.

should send out to them, individually and espe
cially, as we are brought within their presence,

C o urag e .— This age has produced many
brave women, but one in Chicago lately displayed
a degree of moral courage not often shown under
similar circumstances. This woman had gone,
with her affianced, to Church to be married. A
few moments before the ceremony began she de
tected that her would-be lord had been drinking.
Quietly going to the minister she took the license
from his hand and throwing it in her lover’s face,
left the room. For a woman to thus abandon
the man she loved well enough to marry, is truly
heroic. She was right in supposing that if he
found his own strength insufficient to carry him
through the present episode of a new career, he
could no. I* trusted to encounter the trials

and temptations of a life in which he might have
to battle for a family besides himself and wife.
was done
no
it did not cost a struggle. Great decisions are
often born of a few seconds,' in which one is
forced to think quickly or not at all. Some
things it does not do to reflect upon; these arc
good resolutions that may temporarily involve
the displeasure, and even unhappiness of another.
L ike of L in c o l n .— 'The leading feature for
the Century for 1886-7 will be the “ Authorized
Life of Lincoln,” by his confidential secretaries,
John George Nicolay and Col. John Hay. The
illustrations will mainly be reproductions of doc
uments and portraits of places, objects, and per
sons, with a few ideal pictures, closely represent
ing fact. The first installment of this history
will be given in the November number. The
work which has been in preparation for the past
sixteen years, has been under the sanction and
assistance of Robert T. Lincoln, sole survivor of
the President's immediate family. This biogra
phy will, no doubt, give the most jicrfcct delinea
tion of the character and life of this great man,
written, as it i», by such eminent writers and
close associates of Lincoln for many years.

or as their errors come to our knowledge, that
power of the mind, the mighty thought of a
loving soul firmly grounded in truth, which is the
“ sword of the spirit,” for the killing of error,
and the redemption of the world.
Spiritualism, in its higher teachings, comes to
humanity with this glorious “ light on the path,”
to guide the world into all truth.

It comes

ladenAd with an old but ever new lesson of
“ good will to man.”

There is no greater benefactor than he who
brings health and happiness to his fallows.
In our great cities, on a sultry day, one need
but place himself near any public drinking fount
ain, and witness the panting multitude who
slake their thirst thereat, to satisfy one’s self of
the great practical utility of such conveniences.
They arc indeed a perpetual blessing— like God’s
pure air and golden sunshine.
Not only are they a blessing to the thirsty way
farer, in affording him at all times a refreshing
draught of sparkling water, but they are a pro
moter of public morals, in restraining the foot
steps of many from those byways of ruin, the
rum shops.

It brings the blessing of

love and sympathy to hearts groping amid the
shadows, and taking the erring brother or sister
| by the hand it leads them gently home to the
welcoming arms and heart of the All-Father.
T he D e v il .— Why do white races paint their
devil black? For the same reason, may be, that
the tribes of the West African coast make their
devil white, that he may not l>e like them in appearance. The idea of a God seems to necessitatc that of a devil, but wc do not see why it
should. If evil is but undeveloped good, satan
will ultimately lose his kingdom, thus what will
Income of him? Why, it naturally follows that
he must also fall, or rather, rise out of his iniq
uity into purity and right. When an advocate
loses his followers he turns to new ideas, and it
is not necessary to say that they are better than
the old ones. The devil likes company, and
when it deserts him he will have to desert himself
before he will find it again, for it has gone where
he would not be recognized in his old colon.
There will be no parapets around Heaven, and
no infernal regions for the delectation of the
saints. There will be a mutual attraction be
tween the high and the low, so soon as the latter
Jong to get up higher, that will lift them into
brighter life, just as the sun’s rays lifts the water
from the ocean. And like this water mist that

These shops arc everywhere present,

their cozy and cool retreat inviting the thirsty
and the weary to enter in and enjoy their delight
ful rest and refreshment.

Hut no one who is not

a regular habitue of the place feels quite at his
case to enter a liquor saloon and ask for a drink
of water— not even though half famished with
thirst.

And it is not to be had without the ask

ing, as water, in all, or nearly all, liquor saloons,
is a beverage kept out of the reach of the public.
It is dealt out in moderate quantities to the im
biber of strung spirits, as a necessary modifier of
the fiery fluid that has left its burning trail from
the mouth to the stomach.

knowledge of the subject— as set forth in an edi
torial entitled 44Stumbling-Blocks,Min last week’s
GOLDEN G a te , — we submit a few corroborative
opinions on the same subject from some who arc
recognized as high authofitics throughout the en
lightened world.
Baron Hellenbach, an eminent German scien
tist, has recently published a work on 44 Material
ization, Mthe result of a long and careful investiga
tion on the subject. The work has been trans
lated into English and reviewed by Mr. StaintonMoses— known to the Spiritualistic and jour
nalistic world by the nom (ie plume o f 44 M. A.
(Oxon) ”— in Light, London. The Baron says of
himself:
991 think that all t hose who witness these phenomena should
refrain from a too hasty judgment o f these things. When I
was making the experiments with Miss Fowler, I diligently
studied spiritualistic literature, and declared, in my * Phi
losophy of the W orld/ that the thing was not ripe enough
for me to give an opinion upon. J did not feel myself com
petent. although I had then gone through more experience
I than had all the individuals comprising Vienna society
When I added my experiences with Slade 1 said in a pam
phlet, 0 1 would not publish my definite opinion till I had
held another hundred sittings with several different me
diurns/ One can not therefore, reproach me with setting to
work too hastily or carelessly. O nly when I had further
undertaken most conclusive researches, when Zocllner had
held his seances, and when I could say with certainty that
there existed no speciality worth naming in this department
in all three quarteri of the globe, no book worth reading on
this subject, no philosophical views worth studying that
were unknown to rnc,—only then, when the whole thing be
gan to be manifest to me, did I step forward and express
my conviction of the certainty of these phenomena, and ex
plain them as such. A medium rnay be exposed ever so
often: it will alter nothing of the facts, since 1 look for a
guarantee, not in the subjective morality of the medium,
bur in the objective truth of the facts/4

EDITORIAL NOTES.
— Dr. D. J. Stansbury, the slate-writing me
dium, has permanently located in this city.
His rooms arc at No. 1 Fifth street.
— Mr. W . J. Colville will lecture in Sacramento
Monday and Tuesday, Sept. 27th and 28th. We
ticspcak for him a cordial reception at the capital,
— Mrs. R. H. Schwartz, of San Jose, lectured
lieforc the Society of Progressive Spiritualists, at
Washington Hall, last Sunday evening, to a
large and appreciative audience.
— Prof. Isaac Kinley, of Los Angeles, the tal
ented contributor of “ Pebbles” to the columns
of the G olden G a t e , arrived in town a few
flays ago for a brief stay among us.
— We shall give, in next week’s Golden
G a te , Dr. M cKaig’s masterful lecture entitled,
“ Danger Signals,” delivered last Sunday morn
ing at Metropolitan Temple. It is a grand and
thoughtful production.
— Chas. P. Owen, a son of the editor of the
G olden G a t e , was unanimously nominated for
the office of County Recorder and Auditor, on
the Republican ticket, at the County Convention,
held in San Jose on Monday last.
— There are four thousand children in the vari
ous kindergarten schools of this city maintained
through the generosity of Mrs. Iceland Stanford,
and under the supervision of Mrs. Sarah B.
Cooper. What a grand work for humanity is this.

— Mrs. J. Hoffman, the medium, has gone on
San Francisco is but moderately supplied with
a tour through the northern portion of the Slate,
drinking fountains, but such as we have do good
Henry Kiddle, commenting in the Spirit Offer in company with Dr. and Mrs. Poet. The Doc
service. The Lotta Fountain,— erected at the in ing on this extract from Haron Ilellenbach’s book, tor will lecture in the various town* they may
tersection of Kearny and Market streets, by that says: “ Certainly this is correct as a scientific visit, and Mrs. Hoffman will give tests from the
platform.
.
view
of
the
subject.”
The
Haron
regards
the
sopleasing little actress, Lotta Crabtree,— is per
— In the dedication by Governor and Mrs.
called “ exposures ” of mediums as utterly value
haps the best patronized, because located in the
less, proving nothing. He asserts that Hastian, Stanford of their three great ranches in Butte,
pathway of the greatest multitude. Then there
who was “ exposed ” by the Archduke, is a thor- Tehama, Santa Clara and San Mateo counties,
are two fine fountains— located at the intersection oughly genuine medium, and intelligently dis^ to educational purposes, the donors enjoin upon
of Kearny street and Montgomery Avenue, and cusses the circumstances of the “ exposure ” at the holders of the trust “ that no drinking saloons
shall be opened upon any part of the premises.”
which
he
was
present.
He
remarks:
at Market and Battery streets— erected by that
noble apostle of Temperance, Dr. II. S. Coggswell, of this city.

This grand benefactor of his

race, who is a gentleman of large means, has ex
pended a vast sum of money in the construction
of drinking fountains in other cities of the
Uniqn.

the stand he has taken, by those who have that exist in the world?
by unworthy or selfish motives.

PU B LIC D R IN K IN G FO U N TA IN S .

“ S C IE N T IF IC ” C O R R O B O R ATIO N .

He believes that the provision of an

abundance of pure water for the people of our
crowded cities is a great safeguard against intem
perance.

And he is right.

No doubt the first

step on the downward grade, to ruin has been
taken by many a young man who, in his search
for a drink of pure water, has been tempted to
visit the drinking saloon, where he first learned

'* Any one who wUhe» to expose should before everything
have read the account* of ex(»o*ureM, of which not a few are
to be found, for then he would learn that the intelligent un*een world often pay* brutality back in it* own coin, though
harmlessly ; trickery never bear* fruit. One thing, too, he
will always find in any case, namely, that the intending ex
poser is just as wise as he was before."

— Mr. J. J. Morse, the eloquent trance medium
from England, is engaged to speak at the Cali
fornia Stale Camp-meeting fluring June of next
year, and at the Metropolitan Temple for the
Golden Gate Society during July, August and
September, and at other points near by until the
Mr. Stainton-Moscs savsof Ilcllenbach’s views: end of the year.
0

'* Intelligent observers hive lung nine* arrived at the
tame conclusion as those stated by Hellenbach ; and the
Npread of knowledge on the*e matters, combined with the
cessation of conditions of observation so conducive to fraud
(real or apparent) may be expected to put an end to such
clumsy and brutal methods of investigation. T h ey have
proved nothing but the ignorance of the investigator ; for
even a manifest proof, if such could be had, on a given oc
casion, that a medium was person it ing the pretended spirit*
form could not be held to demonstrate conscious fraud on
that occasion, or to throw any such doubt on phenomena
witnessed through the same mediumship on other occasions
as to warrant their all being included in one common cate
gory of fraud/4

— Mr. Colville will lecture in Odd Fellows’
Hall, at 10:45 Sunday morning, Sept. 26th, on
“ The Position of Woman in the Past, Present
and Future.” He will answer questions at 2:30
p. M., and in the evening, at 7 4 5 , his subject
will be, “ Mind Cure, its Facts and Fallacies;
Including a Friendly Review of Rev. Dr. Stebbins’ Lecture.”

— The San Jose Times of Sept. 21st, says:
to indulge in the social glass.
“ Mrs, Nettie Pease Fox, of Ottumwa, Iowa, who
Then all honor to the little actress, to Dr.
has been here for some weeks on a visit to her
Coggswell, and to whoever, in a like spirit of hu
Upon the question of unconscious personation father, Dr. Pease, will leave in a few days— some
weeks earlier than expected— for Cincinnati,
manity, brings the blessing of heaven— the beau the same reviewer says:
where she will speak to the Spiritualists in Octo
" The idea of consci ju* pcr*onation being excluded a*
tiful beverage of innocence and health— within
ber. Her lectures here have been well attended
physically impoMible, it remains conceivably po**ibie that
and highly appreciated.”
the reach of the people. Lor thereby is averted,
in many instances, the dangers that threaten, and
the dreadful pitfalls into which so many noble
lives are constantly falling, are bridged over with

the body of the medium was in some way necessary, possi
bly for unconscious personation o f some o f the form*. For
it is unquestionable that w hit I call the transfiguration of
the medium is a proven fact in some cases."

— Wc arc pleased to announce that we have
made arrangements with Mr. Colville to furnish
us, from time to time, with copies of his lectures
for the G o ld e n G a t e , during his stay in San
Diego and afterwards from the Last, llis many
friends will therefore have the gratification of
reading an occasional lecture from his inspired
lips, although denied hearing him.

This view, it should he remembered, is held by
the elements whereof God builds his glorious intelligent and highly educated men, after a long
experience and careful observation of the facts.
rainbow of hope and promise to the world.
Still, as we have repeatedly said, the question is
M k . R a v l in in O a k l a n d .— The audience one all must determine for themselves. There is
that greeted Mr. Ravlin in Hamilton Hall, Oak not the slightest occasion for the indulgence of
— By special request of many attendants at the
land, on Sunday evening last, was larger than any ill-feeling in its consideration, any more than
Temple, N. F. Ravlin will occupy the platform
usual, and evidently appreciative of his discourse there would be in considering a problem in
on Sunday morning, Sept. 25th. His subject
on the “ Spiritual Signification of the Garden of Euclid.
will be, “ Stones, or Bread, for Earth’s Starving
' T~
Lden and the Fall of Man.” “ Eden,” he said,
In the evening Mrs. Watson will
F a r e w e l l L e c t u r e s . — W . J. Colville will Millions ”
“ is divine love. The four rivers flowing out of
lecture in Assembly Hall, Odd Fellows’ Building, speak as usual. Subject, “ The phenomena of
the fountain of Infinite Love arc Love, Wisdom,
Market street, for the last times in San Francisco, Spiritualism— How Shall We Investigate? ” These
Goodness and Truth. The garden is in the mind
during the special services to be held in that hall, are truly interesting topics, and ought to attract
a large attendance.
of man. The tree of the knowledge of good and
Wednesday, Septemlicr 29, 7 4 5 P . M ., and
evil is the intellectual and moral perceptions.
C . P. Huntington has done a good deed in
Thursday, September 30th, 10 A. M. On both
Human reason is good, but reason without divine
occasions a fine programme of music will be ren building a handsome Gothic chapel for the Unita
love and wisdom is like the soil without sunshine
dered by eminent professional artists. The sub rians at Litchfield Connecticut. No. class of
and rain. The serpent is the carnal nature of
jects of lectures will be as follows: Wednesday persons out of Spiritualism could better appreci
man, which is continually tempting him into for
evening, “ 'Behold I make all things n ew ’ — ate such a gift, or turn it to better account.
bidden paths. The fall of man is to yield to the
A New Year; A New Heart; New Heavens There is room and need in many other localities
lower instincts and passions, thereby losing the
and a New Earth.” Thursday morning, A for such donations, and plenty of persons with
influences of divine love. While men dwell in
farewell address to friends in San Francisco, a means to supply them, and wc hope the generous
love, they dwell in Lden; and when they yield to
retrospect of work accomplished and a prospect example of Mr. Huntington m aybe observed with
good effect.
the cravings of their lower nature they are turned
of future attainments. Tickets 25 cents each,
out, or turn themselves out of Eden. Adam did
— Dr. H. W . Abbott and wife left Wednesday
admitting both evening and morning, can be ob
not mean one person, but mankind, and men and
tained at the hall next Sunday, September 26th. last for Wichitaw, Kansas, their old home. The
women arc to-day yielding to the serpent and
As the tickets are transferable they can be used Doctor’s wonderful powers as a magnetic healer
being turned out of paradise as much as they
by two persons if one attends on Wednesday were thoroughly tested by a large number of suf
were wheis this parable was written.” To-mor
evening and the other on Thursday morn ferers, during his brief stay in this city. The
row (Sunday) morning Mr. Ravlin speaks in the
ing, thereby making the admission twelve Doctor and his good wife are geniality itself, and
Temple, San Francisco, and in the evening, at
and one-half cents for each occasion or each made many warm friends while here, who, with
Hamilton Hall, will lecture to the young men
person. As the application fur tickets has al the editors of the G o ld e n G a t e , wish them a
and women of Oakland on the serpent in the
bon voyage home, and unbounded success, wher
ready been very j:rcat, no one can be admitted ever their lives may be cast.
sha|>e of pernicious literature, and the vices and
without a ticket, owing to lack of accommoda
bad habits of the young. “ What Caa be Done
— Will the coming man make a will? Not if
tion in the hall. Mr. Colville leaves San Fran
to Save the Young?” was announced as the sub
cisco for San Diego, Thursday, September 30th, he is strongly desirous that his money and prop
ject, from which it is understood that parents, as
3:30 p. m . His engagements in that city are for erty should go where he directs. In the natural
well as children, are expected to attend.
Sundays, Oct. 3d, 10th and 17th, and all inter progress of things, it is supposable that the in
iquities of the probate business will come suffi
vening
days
except
Saturdays.
Mrs.
E.
M.
— Miss Jessie Shoaff, 813 Folk street, has
ciently to light to be done away with. If Samuel
Bushyhead
is
managing
the
meetings.
W
.
J.
opened her classes in music after a short vacation.
Tilden, after his late experience, could do life over
Colville
will
speak
in
Colton,
Oct.
18th,
in
Sj.
Miss Shoaff is a natural teacher, thorough and
again, he would not trust any amount of legal lore
conscientious in every thing she attempts. She Louis, Oct 24th and 25th. He is due in Boston, in the making of wills. A free gift, or a deed
has received her musical instruction from the fin- Oct. 29th, on the evening of which day he of transfer, is alone lawyer proof.
est teachers and best schools of thy day. We will resume his position as regular lecturer for the
— S. W . DeLacy is on his old stamping
most heartily recommend her to all who desire to Parker Memorial Society.
ground again at the head of the San Jose Daily
attain a high degree of proficiency on the piano.
Timet, after an absence of three years, during
L artiibound S pir it s .— When we consider
which time he has been engaged in other field*
— The editor of this journal spent a very de the mighty host of souls moving down to the
of labor.
The then Times having been sublightful day at Palo Alta, on Wednesday last, vis silent river, daily, from the earth plane, the great
.merged into the Times-Mercury, Mr. DeLacy
iting Governor Stanfords vast stock fajvn and majority of which possess only the mere germ of
has revivified the old Times, and it looks as neat
stables, with their nearly six hundred thorough spiritual unfoldment,— souls steeped in all the
and clean as a new pin. He is an indefatigable
breds,— also the beautiful park, the site of the errors and iniquities of the mortal, with never a
worker and a vigorous writer, and will no doubt
great University, to which this grand philanthro conscious ray from the divine life streaming in to
make as wide-awake a paper as the old
pist has dedicated his fortune. Wc shall prepare quicken their moral nature,— and when wc un
was. We assure you, Bro. Delorcy, although
a pa|icr on this subject lor our forthcoming holi derstand that these spirits, from their denser pro
we have had many a hard bout together in the
day number, which wc think our many readers perties, naturally gravitate to the earth, and live past, wc wish you unbounded success, which is
within the earth’s atmosphere, until they have sure to be yours.
will enjoy.

Timet

GOLDEN

September 25, 1886.]
— Some of our city papers— notably the Call—
have fallen into the error that the deed of trust
whereby Governor and Mrs. Stanford have con
veyed their vast landed estates for the founding of
the “ Leland Stanford, Jr., University,” may be
revoked by them at their pleasure. This is a
great mistake. The property has passed from
their hands irrevocably, as much so as though
they had conveyed it to a private citizen for a
consideration, and the noble object contemplated
in the deed will be faithfully carried out.
—The demands for admission in Mr. Colville’s
lectures on “ The Soul and its Embodiments” was
so great that Manager Morton had to secure As
sembly Hall, Odd bellows’ Building, in place of
Friendship Hall, which had already been paid
for, but as the seating capacity would accommo
date less than three hundred— and the call for
seats being over five hundred, the change had
necessarily to be made. The fact that so large
and intelligent a class are eager for these lectures
is indicative of the growing interest in this sub
ject.
— Life and the world is said to be desirable and
beautiful to the young, but we think it is more so
to the old just on the eve of parting with every
thing that has surrounded them Irom childhood.
In the last days of one’s life on earth, a double
interest attaches to everything. lie never knew
before how dear arc those around him; nor howlovely the sunshine, the morning and evening of
these lost, lost days. The earth is a lifelong
friend, a second mother, and he clings to her in
thought as to the one who nursed him upon her
bosom.

5

Queries.
P U B L IC A T IO N S .
ment to take away a man's sins while he
goes scot free unwhipt of justice. Every
I)r. Adam Clarke was no friend to tobacco or one must hear his own iniquities and E d i t o r o r G o l d k m C a t s :
v o w in t h e h ands o f th e f B U S K E R S
swine. He once suggested that if he were going suffer their consequences, either here or
If the soul does not come from the spirit
to make a sacrifice to the devil, he w o u l d stuff a hereafter.
Hence,
the
importance
of .world, where does it come from? If it.
.
,
.
..
.
...
.
.
.
.
,
hog with tobacco and set it on fire.
right living while.in the material form.
.
. 5 ! a dniritnal
Snake bites caused the death of 103,000 i>er- We should sow to the spirit
spirit. In other Icomes once- whX ma>' u not come 1*am ? A Sp t
for Earth * C lu ld m .
____
_________
j(> and 1880. During words, cultivate our spiritual nature. Dig If it is true, as some Spiritualists hold^that
sons
in India
between 1875
the same period 1,073,546 p o i s o n o u s reptiles I Up
weecjs 0f unrestrained carnal appe- ■ the soulis the outgrowtho f the body, must
nr
were killed for the governm ent reward.
tites and passions, root and branch, and Inot man give
give up hope
hope ooff immortali
immortality ? This book of rr in v iiv’€S is th e
The officers at West Point Military Academy cast them into the fire of holy love and If a line is to reach infinity, must it not ex
sp irit I .o n a to th e
are trying to break up the barbarous practice of bum them Up. Then will we experience tend backward as well as forward ? If
w
i
d
w id e w o rl d.
the
soul
had
a
beginning,
must
it
not
have
hazing, and a few days since thirty-four senior a spiritual unfoldment never realized by
cadets were placed under arrest for violation of those that dwell upon the lower plane and end ? It it be claimed that all men
are to live forever, must it not be ad
the order.
| 0f earthliness and sensuality.
I*.id of souls, such
I
A book from fk#.
mitted that all hate lived forever ? If all
N. F . R a v l i n .
“ Prohibition don’t prohibit,
shouts the
c publi shed , No book
souls have existed forever, is not re-incarna ! i:i, ’ ,’ .,7^
Iias ever fountrv
•#. m
t
f
O akland , Cal., Sept. 20, 1886.
liquor dealer, and then proceeds to draw his
ii iu
way
10
tion reasonable ?
W. N.
1 " ke Un‘°
check for a generous donation to the liquor
res, as there has never
dealers’ fund, to be used in preventing the adop
[Written for the Golden Gate.
for such\ a pulihcat ton,
tion of prohibition.
T hey tell in Brattleboro, V t., of a
Tru th.
clergyman who refused to take meat of 1
It is said that the present condition of the
his butcher because it had been killed on This book has been given by spiri t
Bi
shipping trade at G la s g o w is the worst on record.
Truth, or the knowledge of truth, is
t h e i€ Sun Angel Order o f L
Sunday. A few days later the preacher j
Thirty-four steamers and twenty-three sailing
tk rr k it* male
n
something
that
every
one
should
strive
to
vessels are rotting at their docks, having been
told the butcher that he wanted some
him to it WOf !,1
idle some two years.
possess, and should be the governing meat. “ I. haven't any to sell you,” said 1
But a mere that conscientious man. “ I have stopped
Five out of fifty Mormons who were detained principle in all our actions.
I iUI udOK
rd o f tbc
receiving
money
that
is
earned
on
Sun!
cACtft o f ea rth -U
I tool "far
at Castle Garden, New York, are to be returned knowledge of truth is not enough. To be
age*, in itpifu ip
IV VOfUl
day.”
mm
to the place whence they came. The others were
ih
epth
of
iiily dedk
exercised
in
all
its
power
it
must
be
com
released on the 6th inst. and permitted to resume
ng in dark
A A*
-retuia tfiI the
G r a c e G r e e n w o o d says that “ among gloomy IBM* of
bined with good or love. Truth without
vAiuiy 1
their journey to Salt Lake.
th« right path tk
e r'i home.
its
other
admirable
manufactures,
New
A late report from Northeastern India says goodness would be like the sunlight with-

NEWS AND OTHER ITEMS.
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O f

that a number of Indian princes arc exhorting
the people to throw off the “ hated English
yoke.” The Journal des Debats says that great
events are imminent in Central Asia.
Notwithstanding the

announcement by

the

Christian Statesman some weeks since, that the
great Pennsylvania Company would henceforth
—There is a department of labor whose work run no more trains on Sunday, except stock
ers never strike, and who in fact would be glad trains, traffic is carried on as usual upon that
to give their time for less or even nothing, if only day.
September 10th the Universe (Paris) publishes
permitted to keep right on at their old employ
ment. They never grow weary, nor ask for a a telegram from the Bishop of Tonquin saying
day off. The Boston Record has been looking up seven hundred Christians have been massacred,
and forty villages burned in the province of Manthe subject and in its closest research has not
hoa, anti that nine thousand Christians are per
been able to discover that there has ever been an ishing of hunger.
organized movement for an increase in the
It is said that the State of New York has ac
“ wages of sin.” Supposing such a case, the
quired title to 800,000 acres of iand in the
Lowell Courier wants to know what a twentyAdirondack region, and 50,000 acres in the
five per cent advance would be?
Catskill region, to be kept forever in forests.
The object is to prevent the further diminution
—Modern singers, who attempt to win a small of important streams.
fortune out of a single evening, have a precedent
Gen. Steward L. Woodford says: “ In seven
in Mme. Catalani, who it L said gave concerts in
years’ experience as criminal prosecutor in the
Madrid in 1805 and 1806, at which four ounces
federal courts at New York, I seldom found a
of gold, of the value of one hundred and five dol case of crime accompanied by violence, which
lars, was charged as the price of admission. At was not conceived, or committed, or aggravated,
this rate, singers would not be obliged to keep through the use of rum.”
themselves before the public until musical critics
The French authorities of Cochin China are
pronounced them antiquated and their voices taking vigorous measures to suppress the illicit
cracked. It is better for those who are destined traffic in opium.
The English merchants at
to edify the public to do it briefly and active be Hong-Kong, who ship annually $200,000 worth
of opium to various parts of Cochin China, call
fore it has time to get over its delight.
this a commercial obstruction.
— It appears that the Empress Regent of China
is actuated by other feelings than weariness in her
expressed wishes to hasten the day of Imperial as
sumption by the young Emperor. The Empress
is come to see that her position is not exactly one
of honor, but tolerance, since, because she is a
woman, she must receive her ministers behind a
screen. This she thinks is not befitting a great
nation like China, and therefore asks that the im
perial astronomer select a favorable day in next
January for the ceremony of coronation. Thus,
the question of equality of the sexes is reaching

GA. TE.

The superintendent of the insane hospital at
Vienna, one of the largest in the world, says:
“ From fifty to sixty per cent of the cases of in
sanity are due to rum.” So great a percentage
in a country where it is churned alcoholic drinks
do no harm is well worth noticing.
The old William and Mary College in Virginia,
which is dead in all but name, is keeping its
privileges by a curious custom. Every morning
the aged President rings the college-bell, and,
though not one student responds, the college is
open and its charter is not revoked.

The September Century argues editorially in
all nations.
favor of securing an amendment to the Constitu— What does it matter whether the sun shines tion, giving to Congress the power to regulate
marriage and divorce by general laws throughout
on you or not, if you have sunshine within? It
the Union, and to the federal courts the power
can never shine on the head unless it first shines to punish for violation of such laws.
in the heart. It is not so easy to keep a brave,
An Eastern paper states that the object glass
cheerful heart as it is to tell others to do so; but
of the Lick Telescope is now substantially
it is a good habit that may become fixed in a
finished, and the few astronomers who as yet
short time with a little practice. Nothing here have had the privilege of looking through it,
is truly ours, but the passing moment and what it speak of it in the highest terms. Its defining
holds. Why should we, then, fret for something power is such that it most easily splits the most
difficult double stars.
next week or next month? I hat time may find
The-F itchburg Railroad Company has refused
us where we shall have no more need of material
things. Strive for the future, but do not forget to renew the lease of the I^ake Pleasant camp
grounds to the Spiritualists, but has offered to
the present.
sell them for $15,000, one-fourth cash and the
— Foreign newspapers contain queer items. balance to remain as a mortgage. Nearly all the
For instance: A young man of Belgium who pur required amount has been subscribed and the
grounds will undoubtedly be bought. The pro
poses to marry, wishes to meet another man of perty will then be managed by trustees for the
discretion and experience, who will dissuade him owners, lots being sold and preferences given to
from his inclinations. Few persons would put those now owning cottages. .
confidence in a man that would send forth such
[Written for the Golden Gate.J
an advertisement, but we think he is not quite a
fool for all that. He admits that he does not
Cultivate Your Spiritual Nature.
know himself, and therefore might not be capable
The most fertile soil upon the globe,
of choosing a mate that would correspond with
his unknown qualities. On the whole, he thinks unless cultivated, produces “ nothing but
it better for him and the one that might be con weeds.”
The sun shines in vain, the
cerned, not to make the venture. This is sound,
rain and dew arc of no avail, and as well
Dutch philosophy.

out warmth ; it would indeed be light. I EHgltxnd produces the best educated girls

but there would be no vitality ,n it, noth- *e truef * lves- the noblest mothers, and
.
..
,
the most glorious old maids in the world,
ing to cause the earth to bloom and e x -1
6
press itself in all its beauty, there would
P R O F E S S IO N A L C A R D S .
be no growth or progress, but inaction
and decay. But the sunlight as it is,
with its warm genial rays, corresponding J J R . D A V ID J. S T A N S B U R Y ,
to love, causes the visible world to unfold
N o. 1 Fifth Street.
and develop all its latent possibilities. As Com er M arket Street, I
S an F r an cisco .
Suite
14,
i
the visible is the symbol of that which is
invisible, so is it with truth.
IN D E P E N D E N T S L A T E -W R IT IN G ,
You may perceive a truth, such for in
And Other Tests.
stance as that it is right to be charitable Sittings, $1.50. Circles— T uesday and Friday Evenings,
50 Cents.
and do good to your fellow-beings, but if
you do good simply from a sense of duty,
P U B L IC A T IO N S .
or for the sake of appearance, although it
may relieve the suffering of the needy, the
good deeds done from those motives are of U O W T O B E C O M E A M E D IU M
little value to yourself. On the other hand,
IN Y O U R O W N H O M E .
if your actions
are
prompted
by • Ta strong
1
will send you a 10-pagc
16-page pamphlet, containing lull
full in*
,
j i T
r
• •
| I 1I win
desire to do good, because It IS right to do structions,
ictions, and
ai a sealed leitcr designating all your pha<et of
dium&hip;; also
a ccopy
so, and from the very love of doing good ’ mcdlumsh'p
»bo»
o p y o f *• ih c R k id ie o fth e American
Spiritual Sphinx; or, the Lost K ey Found/' and a sample
for its own sake, and because it is good, copy of M N . D . C . A x e ,Mfor only 15 cents, in one or twocent stamps.
Address,
without any selfish thoughts as to the
JA M E S A. B L IS S ,
474 A Broadw ay, South Boston, Mass.
benefits you will receive in return; then
you will reap the reward of an inward
consciousness that you have done right,
N O T IC E S O F M E E T IN G S .
and the happiness it brings is more last
ing and of greater value in the growth and A S S E M B L Y H A L L , O D D F E L L O W S ’ B U I L D I N G ,
1 * corner Seventh and Market streets, (entrance on Sev
unfoldment of your true being than all the enth
street), W . J. C olville, lecturer; Albert Morton, M an
outward thanks or words of praise that ager. Services for Sunday, Septem ber 26th, At 10:45 a.
m., lecture. Subject: ••The Position of Woman in the
could be heaped upon you. The Master past,
Future."
At
p. m.. Answers to
has said, “ And whosoever shall give to h ues*‘ ions- ^ 7=45 p m., lecture. Subject: M old Cure.
j . .
r .
.. .
r its Facts and Fallacies; Including a Friendly Review of
d r i n k unto one of these little ones, a cup 01 | R ev. Dr. Stebbins* L ecture."
Poem* from su:
by the audience will be given at each service.
cold water only, in the name of a disciple, chosen
Solos by W . J. Colville and Jos. W . M aguire. E ven mg
verily, I say unto you, he shall in no wise service will close promptly at 9:30.
lose his reward.” Hence we see that
while it is very necessary to always strive C O C I E T Y O F P R O G R E S S I V E S P I R I T T U A L I S T S
^
meet every Sunday at 1 f . m ., in W ashington H all, 35
to know the truth, when we do attain the E d d y street. Good speakers upon all live subjects pertain
to Spiritualism and humanity. A free Spiritual Library,
knowledge, even in a slight degree, we oing
f 700 volumes, open every Sunday from 1 to 5 P. M.
should endeavor to express it, always
prompted by the desire to do good to T J N I O N S P I R I T U A L M E E T I N G E V E R Y W E D *
^
nesday evening, at S t. Andrew** H all, N o. i t t ,
others from the love of good, and without Larkin
street. First hour— Trance and Inspirational Speak
any thought of self. When this is done ing. Second hour— Tests, by the Mediums. Admission,
we shall receive more light, and so ad-1 !L_1
vance that which we do, paving the way
A D V E R T IS E M E N T S .
for that which is to come.
G.
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PLAN OP TH E “ GOLDEN G A T E PRINT
ING AND PUBLISHING C O M P A N Y "
This Company is duly incorpo* aled under the
State laws, with a capital stock of $15,000, d»vided into 3,000 shares of $5 each
The corporation is invested wit

im r

on a general printing and publishing businev; to
buy and sell, hold and inherit m l estate; to re
ceive, hold and dispose of bequests; to deal in
books and periodicals; in short, the foundation is
laid for the future of a large publishing, printing
and book-dealing business.
It is agreed that each share of the capital
stock of said Company sub bribed for shall entitle
the holder to an annual di end of ten per cent..
payable in subscription . ' ' tbc paper. That i*,

the holder of five shares, or $25 of slock, shall be
entitled to a copy of the paper free, so long as
the corporation exists, together with all the
profits and advantages which the ownership of
said stock may bring. (The paper at $2.50 per
annum— the lowest price at which it can be
afforded— being equivalent to ten per cent of
*25-) For any less number than five shares a
H E " D O M E S T I C ."
pro rata reduction will be allowed on subscrip
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might the ground be a barren rock if the
—Sociability is something all persons thrown conditions necessary to the production of a
together in the affairs of life, owe to one another. good crpp of golden grain are not wet.
But there is as much failure in this as in other so
Soil, heat and moisture are the conditions
cial obligations, and it is, perhaps, as frequent in
nature furnishes. These must be met by
the home as society. One New York man has
appealed to the law to aid him in making his man in a preparation of the earth, putting
wife keep him company at meal times. Since it in the seed and a diligent cultivation of
declares that all persons shall be peaceable, it the soil.
The desired results follow.
would be going but a step further if it demanded One may grumble about his harvest of
men and women to suppress their moroseness. It
weeds till doomsday, but he will never
is a serious thing for any member of a family,
reap anything else till he ceases to find
while under the parental roof, to absent him or fault with conditions, rolls up his sleeves
hferself from the family table, but for a husband and goes to work with a will to destroy the
or wife to do, is grievous. Many bodily discom weeds, and fill their place with the good
forts arise from silent or solitary taking of our seed of Truth. Thereby careful tending,
“ daily bread.”
and a diligent cultivation of the soil a
good crop is assured as a reward of his
—The following kind words of encouragement
labors. So with spiritual culture. Neg
come from Carlin, Nevada:
“ J. J. Owen,
lected human nature produces weeds only,
Editor of Golden G a t e —T he last G olden
and that of all possible varieties. But
Gate came to me directed with red ink, so I prepared and made receptive, and sown
send you $2.50 subscription price for one year. with the good seed of Truth, and properly
I can not afford to be without the Golden cultivated and the fruits of the spirit are
Gate . I i is food that is nourishing to my soul. gathered in rich abundance.
I rue Spirit
The more I read the paper the more I sec its ualism meets the conditions necessary to
worth, I thank God that there is such a noble secure these results. It seeds humanity
exponent of the spiritual science printed and with the Truth, and cultivates the soil.
published west of the Rocky Mountains. Hoping According as you sow, will you most as
'hat good and holy angek will guide and protect suredly reap, whether of sin unto death,
you—and I know they will— is the prayer of one or of obedience unto righteousness. This
wd»o loves you for the good that you are doing for is an axiomatic principle in true spiritual
philosophy. There is no vicarious atonehumanity’s cause.”
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How grand the towering truth!
That e’er the soul took on
Material form it had immortal birth.
That weti fraction in the universal
Circle are; and when of earth
Experience wc gain sufficient share,
Do like the prodigal, return
To homes of peace beyond compare.
To you, beloved teacher,
As the numbered days draw near.
In which, for us, your present
Heaven-born ministrations cease,
While from pure wisdom's fount
We recogonizc sublimity of truth,
That ’tit in realm of spirit mind
AH earthly students dwell,
Therefore, we need not say farewell.
F rani' rtt * W ebb L x verid ce .
San F rancisco , Sept. 16, 1886.
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you do not know whether it will be your and employed, and the like— are only a
life or whether it will be your destruction. part, and a small part, of the general rev
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comes, the advent is in the human heart, of human fears and material things, and tages of civilization are now to have an
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strings to do better things even* day; power within, and God and His angels sion which we note means simply that
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when there is something that rolls away and ministering spirits in both worlds. they are trying to find out where, when,
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the stones from the sepulchres and graves You must be patient until your eyes are and how such advantage is to come.
that the human family are subject to*
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That the changes in modem life are for
treated luccee/nlly.
that have swallowed up your loved ones, opened, your vision quickened. But they
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who are not utterly blind, those who are the better is simply an inference from all
and lets your treasures again into your
*°4T Mi
not utterly deaf unto the voice and con previous processes of change. The world Can be found at
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daily lives, makes them ministering spirits sciousness of the spirit, do know that this does get on, although it gets on slowly.
of vour daily existence, when the great advent is here and now; do know that Human life is more comfortable, although
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voice of this truth is crying unto humanity this is that recuring birth in every age it costs a great deal to make it so. Pa
to give the best that is within them, and of human history; and do know that at tience, courage and magnanimity will fin
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Within six miles of the celebrated Paso
when even under the name of anarchist your doors these messengers of the morn ally solve the problem, and put the low
Robles Mineral Springs, and near the
and revolutionist, the cry of human being ing wait to herald the dawn of this truth, est ranks of humanity on a higher level.
Labor troubles and the like may for a time
goes forth into the world, you may be and peace, and love within your, lives.
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How it Feels to Die.
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(Written for tlw Gulden Gat*.)

The Secret Chamber.
ov

jkan stanlkv

n r / m m c ic .

There in n cham tiff in my heart
tocliid m»«l lone;
<.Irani* ever in its ghastly light
One white stone.
For in that chmnbor is a grave1
O deep!
Amt I,o v r lie* otill mid hrruthlei
I tcatli's long sleep.

there—

Black curtain* hang upon the wall*
Fold on fold;
No ray of sunlight creepeth in —
1>u*t and mold.
'I lia trailing shadows dimly float
Through tha air;
Dark, spectral shadow*, sighing out
Tticir despair.
There ghostly phantoms, pale and cold,
Wring their hand*;
In teat less grief my lonely soul
Silent stands.
For when the dreary winds of night
Go wailing by,
In that dim chamber oft we meet—
My soul and I.
Yes. oft into that chamber dim
Alene we go;
And ga/e into each others' eyes
In speechless woe,
And then my soul kneels prostate there
lleside the stone;
And dings to it in vain despair—
Alone I alone!
Alone, alone forevermore—
Alone kneels *he;
For Love, and |oy, and Hope, are dead
To her and me.
And so the long, long night is spent
In grief and pain;
lint all her hitter agony
Is vainl is vain!
And when the sunlight comes again
Our woe to mock,
We leave that room and turn the key
Within the lock.
And with the world we jest and smile
A h it goes by;
None knoweth how or where we meet—
My aoul and I.
None knoweth of that chamber dim,
Locked and lone;
None rcckcth of that deep, dark grave
With its wltile stone,
P alomar , Han Diego Co., Cal., Aug. 97, 1886.
[Written for the Golden Cate.J
T h e S o u Ph G e t h a e m a n e .
IIV NINKTTA SAM ICS.
Sad is my heart to-night even unto death.
Low At Thy feet I lay my head, and pray
That Thou, O Christ, may hear my Anguished cry,
And in Thy mercy take this cup away.
Thou, too, hast knelt where I um kneeling low,
Thy bleeding feet alone these paths have trod,
Thy kingly eyes once looked to heaven for help,
Thy priestly blood for Love's sake stained the sod.

A D V E R T IS E M E N T *

a d v e r t i s i m i n t s

Some Criticisms.
A learned German, who knew but little
English, told me he " liked to read
Shakspeare'* book because it had no much
strong ien*e in it."
For the wine reason I like to read the
G olden G atk; but averse as I ain to illnatured criticisms, I should like the G aik
better than I do if it indulged more freely
in kindly strictures on the faults of platform
speakers and writers who, professing to be
Spiritualists, go out of their way to antago
nize and abuse what they should let se
verely alone,— I mean the Christian re
ligion. I,ct us keep our own house ( lean,
build up rather than tear down.
I recently attended a large meeting of
very r e n t a b l e , intelligent appearing

people who had a«emblcd to receive in-

if either, but rny old head is too thick to
enable me to discover whether he intends
to associate man, dog and cabbage in the Bijv on I.V THft UttMT-EUPlimc
same family, or whether he is laying the
" N E W
H O M E,
foundation for another essay by whi< h he
e x a c ts to solve the hitherto in e x p iab le
problems, whether matter isihe outcome
of mind, or mind the outcome of matter,
and again, whether mind is a function of
the brain, or brain the instrument through
which, as an independent entity, it makes
its manifestations.
G. II. C.
Sr. H ki.kn a, Cal.
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Lead Thou my tired feet. Before me lies
A land rich-veined >vith slumberous streams,
That murmur music under banks of flowers,
Soft dropping perfumed petals light as dreams.
And in this land Love's blazing fire is built,
And Joy his treasures brings the whole day long;
While from the hills Hope, heaven-crowned, comes down.
And floods the sweet air with his wondrous song.
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And white clouds moving slowly over all,
Like fairy ships b-saiI on golden seat;
While on some i]uiet shore the ceaseless waves
Send rhythmic tunes afloat on every breete.

0 not for me this radiant Summer Land!
With flaming sword stern Duty guards the way.
And bids me venture not beyond the shade
Whence comes ttic solemn warning, ** Watch and pray. »
11 Weak Soul, be strong. Above these cypress bought,
And rue and nightshades dropping deadly dew,
A love divine shapes to some perfect end;
Your prayers can climb as high as angels' do."
Father, I hear Thy voice. With trembling lips
I drain these dregs instead of laughing wine.
Star-like Thy love shines through my cypress trees,
And in my heart I say, MThy will, not mine, M

Beating Into the H arbor.
Heating into the harbor,
Wben the cloud-dimmed sun is low,
And over the stormy waters
The gull and (lie petrel go;
With sails all torn and rifted.
And cordage wrecked and gone.
The worn ship seeks a haven—
Dismantled, spent, forlorn.
Strained hull and ruined cargo—
At the evening's stormy close,
Beating into the harbor,
The weary vessel goes;
Thankful to make the home-lights,
Though only a pitiful wreck
Of the ship that sailed so proudly
With the snowy spars and deck.
Heating into the harbor—
O weary, shipwrecked soul.
Lost hopes, lost joys, lost powers.
Wide come of (he wished-for goal;
Over the liar gleam brightly
The holy city's lights—
And thy storm-tossed bark, with rapture,
The Heavenly Pilot sights!
— H ki.kn C masr.

Id Church.
" What worship ye I" the preacher said:
The rest I did not hear,
But round the room 1 looked instead,
At this and that so reverent head.
All saint-like and austere,
“ What do you worship now V I thought;
And Fancy straight the question caught.
And strange sight* did appear.
All veils were dropped, and clear to view
All hearts were open thrown:
A shame it were to whisper you
What then I saw. If all were true,
Twers belter all unknown.
Such heart* none ever saw before.
Hut all at once I looked no more,—
Alas) I saw my own.
B radford Toaav, in the 11 Sunday School Times.
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former meeting the " Silver-tongued Ora
to r,” triumphantly and jeeringly inquired,
" W e ll, 'Pom, how do you fe e l? " " I
feel," replied Fitch, " as Lazarus felt at
the rich m an’s gate." " How is that ? ”
rejoined thc Democrats. " I feel," said
thc inimitable wit, " a s if I had been
licked by dogs."
Since I have become anecdotal I shall
relate another in reply to all I can under
stand of thc two columns on the " Scient
ific belief in Immortality."
Bulwer, in " Ambitious Student,” tells
of a strong minded, though uneducated
man, who became so badly entangled by
thc sophism of a clear-headed materialist
while discussing the question of immortal
ity, that in his desperation he ejaculated,
" Well, I don’t know that you have got
a soul, but," with an oath, " I know 1
have 1 "
His Lordship was endeavoring to show
that mankind have an instinctive belief, that
Death does not end all, and also to prove
a necessity for future retribution, resulting
from the impossibility of sus|>ending Di
vine attributes of which justice is one.
" J u s tic e ," he says, " d o e s not always
overtake thc evil doer in time, consequently
it must reach him in eternity*
I have read " G. F. B .,” carefully, three
times, in the vain endeavor to find which
of Bulwcr’s two heroes he most resembles,
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